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ABSTRACT 1571 
For qualitative modeling and analysis. a general qualitative 
abstraction of power transmission variables (flow and effort) 
for elements of flow paths includes information on 
resistance. net flow, permissible directions of flow and 
qualitative potential. Each type of component model has 
flow-related variables and an associated internal flow map. 
connected into an overall flow network of the system For 
storage devices. the implicit power transfer to the environ- 
ment is represented by ”virtual” circuits that include an 
environmental junction. A heterogeneous aggregation 
method simplifies the path structure. A method determines 
global flow-path changes during dynamic simulation and 
analysis, and identifies corresponding local flow state 
changes that are effects of global configuration changes. 
Flow-path determination is triggered by any change in a 
flow-related device variable in a simulation or analysis. 
Components (path elements) that may be aEected are 
identified. and flow-related attributes favoring flow in the 
two possible directions are collected for each of them Next. 
flow-related attributes are determined for each affected path 
element, based on possibly contlicting indications of flow 
direction. Spurious qualitative ambiguities are minimized by 
using relative magnitudes and permissible directions of flow, 
and by favoring flow sources over effort sources when 
comparing flow tendencies. The results are output to local 
flow states of atFected components. 
72 claims, 27 Drawing Sheets 
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GLOBAL QUALlTATlVE FLOW-PATE 
MODELING FOR LOCAL STATE 
DETERMINATION IN SIMULATION AND 
ANALYSIS 
transmitting medium. For example, a valve closing or switch 
opening at a remote location can stop flow in many other 
locations. by breaking a flow-path. Since there is no way to 
model the global system topology in  these modeling 
5 approaches, it is necessary to hand-craft component models 
to be consistent with particular expected flow scenarios. In 
k z d  modeling structures, the ways that have been found for 
Converting these remote effects to local ones have been ad 
hoc. using awkward and complex concepts that do not 
io correspond to the physical phenomena being modeled and 
that do not generalize well. 
Bond graphs offer a means by which components in flow 
1. Field of the Invention and effort systems in several domains can be uniformly 
The invention relates to simulation and analysis systems modeled quantitatively and qufitativelY, to define Power 
for model stsuctures corresponding to physical components l5 transmission and energy conversion among subsystems 
and connections in the modeled system, including discrete ( b o P P  and Rosenbmg. 1968). €b~ver. bond graph 
event simulation, bond graph modeling and analysis and modeling does not characterize the dynamic configuration Of 
reliability models. The qualitative modeling approach the t o ~ o l o ~  f the system, and is not sensitive to the 
relates to qualitative physics and model-based reasoning in ordering Of the system components Or the sequential events 
the field of artificial intelligence. m e  gaph clustering Zo found in discrete event simulation. Also. as in constraint 
approach relates to the field of graph analysis. The invention Propagation SYStem. each model @licitly depends on 
also relates to specific domain metho& in electrid circuit pre-identification Of the active flow-effort configuration of a 
analysis. steady-state system. 
2. Description of the Related Art Qualitative electrical circuit analysis methods have been me purpose of the invention is to qufitatively determine 25 developed for the electrical domain. and are limited by the 
local flow attributes that are dependent on global configu- Simplifying assumptions such a domain provides. They are 
ration (dynamic flow-path topo~ogy) in component- best suited for DC electromechanical systems with a single 
connection models. and to provide such determinations for power souTce* and with twO-pm cow0nents that can be 
of modeling and simulation have addressed the problem of 30 serial and Parallel graph S t ~ ~ t u r e  Of the system. For Other 
analysis of system behaviors that are affected by changes io power transmission domains, there my be several power 
the topology of flow and effort. These include continuous 
system modeling (using conventional numerical analysis), toPO1oa my not be strictly serial OT pardel. 
bond graph modeling. reliabiiity graph analysis, discrete 
event simulation and modeling. and constraint propagation. 35 limited to determining the stable S t a t e  Of a System after a 
discontinuous change in an input signal or variable. For 
simulation, system state variable changes due to global 
configuration changes must be tracked over ap&od of time. 
at the appropriate times 
by these globally &termin* changes. 
The invention described herein was made in the perfor- 
mance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the 
provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Act of 1958. Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat.435; 42 
U.S.C. 2457). 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
use during dynamic simulations and analyses. Several types Or based On the 
sources and more components* and most Of the 
& C t l h d  &Cuit perturbation analysis methods are also 
~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ,  some progress has been 
and analysis in the 
in qualitative 
circuit do&. for 
perturbation analysis, using graph clustering methods. mer 
a change in input voltage, ARC (Liu. 1991) uses existence 4o and the simulation must be 
of voltage differences and orientation @emitted flow 
direction) of devices to determine which parts of a circuit are 
active and which are inactive, thereby permitting linear- 
system qualitative analysis of voltages and current flows in The hwention Provides a method of explicit global mod- 
active portions of the circuit. m Q  ( L e  and h s b y ,  1993) 45 eling that is compatible with local modeling. discrete s h u -  
uses a qualitative representation of electrical resistance and, lation and adYsis.The h m t i o n  dsentandes the hpofimt 
given specified qualitative resistance changes (which may be global system P w a  transmission Variables fromlocal a m -  
internal), 1-k~ state changes in circuits and assigns qu&- ponent variables. Thus it s u ~ o r t s  abstracted general- 
tative voltages and current flows within the circuit. purpose local models. no longer requiring development of 
In continuous system modeling, conventional numerical 5o multiple system-configuration-specific models for each 
analysis is used to compute actual quantitative values of the component. 
behavior of the system and its components in each steady The qualitative method Of abstraction used by the hven- 
state. h a l y &  of dynamics involves solving the equations tion S U w r t ~  use of discrete event simulation approaches for 
for all proposed topologies, and comparing results to derive aIEdYSiS Of analog Systems. The power transmission abstrac- 
changed values. This is a very complex process, requiring 55 tion and clustering approach also enables broad applicability 
identification of dynamic topologies, and appropriate s h -  to several discrete and analog domains, and to analysis 
plifications and statistical assuwtions for particular sys- domains such as reliability block diagram analysis. This 
tern. applicability is enhanced by providing robust aggregation 
In typical discrete local modeling structures such as those functions and analysis for complex structures that could 
found in constraint propagation, reliability block 60 include Several Power sources, more complex components, 
or disaete event simulation models, system states need not and a ~ P O Q Y  *at is not stridly 
be steady. However, the direction and magnitude of flowing The invention provides a dynamic method of operation 
substances must be determined strictly from local inputs, for determining global flow-path changes during simulation, 
with no reference to origin of inputs or other remote model and for identifying corresponding local model changes to 
structures. The state of a continuous fluid entity at one point 65 Occur at aW0-b times. 
in a network of connected devices can be aBected by The invention qualitatively determines local flow 
behavior in  another remote device via the power- attributes that are dependent on global configuration 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
or parallel. 
5,732.192 
3 
(dynamic flow-path topology) in simulation and analysis 
systems. for models with structures corresponding to physi- 
cal components and connections in the modeled system. The 
invention also provides such determinations for use during 
dynamic simulations and analyses. The invention supports 
modeling. simulation and analysis of system behaviors that 
are affected by operational events or failures that dynami- 
cally change the power transmission (flow and effort) topol- 
ogy of the system. 
The invention uses a general qualitative abstraction of 
power transmission variables (flow and effort) to incorporate 
dynamic system flow computations into discrete event simu- 
lation and analysis of systems of connected components. 
The qualitative flow path elements include information on 
aggregates and flow-tendencies to support the aggregation 
and flow-determination procedure. where the path elements 
are treated as labeled edges between junctions. Divergences 
and convergences of flow are represented as junctions. The 
flow path elements also include qualitative information on 
resistance (finite or infinite), net flow (zero. or in right or left 
direction). permissible directions of flow and qualitative 
potential (effort-input). The qualitative power transmission 
abstractions enable broad applicability to discrete and ana- 
log domains. 
The invention provides a method of explicit global mod- 
eling that is compatible with local modeling, discrete event 
simulation and various types of analysis of component- 
connection models. Each type of component device model 
has flow-related variables and an associated internal flow 
map. connected into an overall flow network of the system 
containing the device. The internal connections for the 
device mirror the connections of the corresponding map 
nodes in the interfaced flow map. For storage devices. the 
implicit power transfer to the environment is represented by 
''virtual'' circuits that include an environmental junction. By 
disentangling the global system power transmission vari- 
ables from other local component variables and providing an 
interface, the invention supports use of libraries of 
abstracted general-purpose local models. Modelers are thus 
no longer required to develop multiple-system- 
configuration-specific models for each system device. 
The methods for simplifying the graph structure use a 
heterogeneous aggregation scheme that combines the con- 
struction of circuit aggregates with the sesial and parallel 
(SP) clustering techniques. The aggregate data structures 
include s d a l  (S) and parallel (P) clusters and Circuit objects. 
A circuit is any collection of system components defining a 
cyclic path such that no nodes are repeated in the path 
sequence. Clustering allows entire sub-graphs of a flow 
network to be treated as individual nodes in a circuit. 
Aggregates contain the same types of infomation as path 
elements. but also contain directional information and 
cluster-circuit interface information. This combination of 
circuits and clusters overcomes the major representational 
limitation of SP clustering. which can be applied only to 
SP-reducible system topologies. The introduction of circuits 
permits a useful analyzable representation to be constructed 
for any power-transfer topology. These robust aggregation 
functions support analysis of complex structures that could 
include several power sources, complex components, and a 
topology that is not strictly serial or parallel. 
The invention provides a dynamic method of operation 
for detmminin g global flow-path changes during simulation. 
and for identifying corresponding local model changes. The 
procedure for these computations maintains qualitative state 
information on the power variables for evay device or 
component represented in a simulated system of flows for 
4 
every quantum of simulation time. The procedure also 
dynamically determines which port is upstream and which is 
downstream for each system component when a reconfigu- 
ration of the system or reversal of direction of an effort has 
occurred. 
The method for flow path determination permits numex- 
ous dynamic updates of local components during simulation, 
based on events that have global impacts within the con- 
nected system. The invention uses a graph of flow-path 
1o elements communicating with one or more aggregate "par- 
ent" objects. each representing a sub-graph of the overall 
flow network in a modeled system. During a simulation. the 
graph elements report information on their local states, and 
the sub-graph parent aggregates report back the status of 
flow-related attributes of their sub-graphs. ''Virtual" circuits 
l5 support uniform representation of flows to and from the 
model environment so that they are not special cases requir- 
ing additional computations during simulation. Any change 
in a flow-related device variable triggers the flow-path 
determination procedures. A two-phase computation is used 
20 to determine flow configuration and local flow directions. In 
Phase I, the procedure determines components that may be 
affected and the flow-related attributes favoring flow in one 
or both of the two possible directions. The actual decisions 
on flow direction for the affected path elements are made in 
25 Phase II. In Phase It. two new techniques minimize spurious 
qualitative ambiguities that may arise. The first technique 
resolves ambiguities by distinguishing qualitative values of 
significant magnitude from those of relatively insignificant 
magnitude. The second technique favors flow sources when 
3o comparing the flow tendencies imposed by flow sources and 
effort sources. 
The separation of computations into two distinct phases 
allows conflicting indications of flow direction to be 
recor&d for each element in Phase I, so that all such 
35 indications are known for all elements before the actual 
flow-direction &cision is made. It also facilitates integration 
with discrete-event simulation, since Phase II can be 
deferred until the end of a discrete-event time quantum. The 
procedure makes qualitative flow computations for a wide 
4o range of practical modeling cases sufficiently tractable for 
simulation approaches such as discrete event simulation, 
because the aggregation scheme on which the computations 
are based permits the procedure to ignore all state variables 
that do not require updating and recompute values for only 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. lA shows a block diagram of a preferred embodi- 
ment of the invention, in which a digital computex is 
programmed with a flow path management module (FPMM) 
50 and with modules of the CONFIG tool for discrete event 
simulation and qualitative modeling. 
FIG. 1B is a more detailed diagram of an architecture of 
the flow path management module (FPMM) and its interface 
with the CONFIG discrete event simulator as introdued in 
FIG. 1C is a legend showing the definitions of various 
FIG. 2A is a diagram of a simple Serial-Parallel- 
6o Reducible sub-graph of a flow network 
FIG. 2B is a legend for FIG. 24. 
FIG. 2C is diagram of the equivalent hierarchical cluster 
representation of the Serial-Parallel-Reducible sub-graph of 
FIG. lA. 
FIG. 3A is a diagram of flow-related variable classes for 
simulator component models and their interfaces with the 
flow-path management module. 
45 those variables that require it. 
. 
55 FIG. lA. 
symbols used in FIG. 1B. 
65 
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FIG. 3B is a legend for FIG. 3A. 
FIG. 4A is an example of a flow map interfaced to a 
FIG. 4B is a legend for FIG. 3A. 
FIG. 5 is the legend for FIGS. 6 , 7  and 8. 
FIG. 6A is a diagram of changes in component (in-line- 
node) attributes for atoms that trigger flow-path determina- 
tion during discrete event simulation. 
FIG. 6B is a diagram of changes in component (in-line- 
node) attributes for all in-line nodes with circuit parents, 
including atoms. that trigger flow-path determination during 
discrete event simulation. 
FIG. 7A is a calling diagram for Phase I of flow-path 
determination during discrete event simulation. in which 
affected nodes and factors favoring flow in one or both 
directions in  the nodes are identified. 
FIG. 7B is a legend for FLG. 7A. 
FIG. SA is a calling diagram for Phase II of flow-path 
determination during discrete event simulation, in which 
flow direction and flow-related attributes are determined for 
affected nodes. 
thermal bus system model. 
FIG. SB is a legend for FIG. SA. 
FIG. 9 diagram of the FMPP Node Class Hierarchy. 
FIG. 10 is a diagram of the internal organization of a 
FIG. 11A is a schematic for an example of relative 
FIG. 11B is a diagram of a cluster with part links 
FIG. 12.4 is a diagram of a decomposition of a flow 
FIG. 12B is a legend for FIG. 12A. 
FIG. 13 is a is a diagram of the flow-link hierarchy with 
object attributes. 
FIG. 14A is a diagram of a Transient Cross-Link between 
objects. 
FIG. 14B is a diagram of a Multivalued Link between 
objects. 
FIG. 14C is a diagram of a Type-Restricted Multivalued 
Link between objects. 
FIG. 14D is a diagram of a Single-valued Link between 
objects. 
FIG. 15A is a diagram showing an example of relation- 
ships between the passive branch of a Parallel-cluster 
(P-cluster) pair and flow-link objects. 
FIG. 15B is a legend for FIG. 14A. 
FIG. 16A is a diagram showing an example of relation- 
ships between the effort branch of a P-cluster Pair and 
flow-link objects. 
Quasi-Parallel cluster (Q.P-cluster). 
directionality. 
corresponding to the schematic of FIG. 11A. 
network into Q.P-clustas. 
FIG. 16B is a legend for FIG. S A .  
FIG. 17 is diagram of relationships of objects used for 
circuit flow computations. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 
1. Detailed Description of the Invention 
The purpose of the invention is to qualitatively determine 
local flow attributes that are dependent on global configu- 
ration (dynamic flow-path topology) in component- 
connection models, and to provide such determinations for 
use during dynamic simulations and analyses. The purpose 
of the capability is to assist engineers in modeling. simula- 
tion and analysis of system behaviors that are affected by 
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changes in the power transmission topology of the system. 
These changes can be caused by operational events or 
failures. The classes of reconfigurable systems covered by 
the capability include both discrete and analog systems 
modeled with power variables (flow and effort). including 
electromechanical, thermodynamic and chemical processing 
and transport systems. 
This invention has been embodied as a Flow-Path Man- 
agement Module (FPMM) that enhances the CONFIG tool 
for discrete event simulation and qualitative modeling 
(Malin et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,965,743,1990). FPMM design 
and implementation are described briefly in Malin et al. 
(1993,1994) and in detail in a two-part CONFIG FPMM 
design document (Fleming and Malin, 1994) incorporated 
herein by reference and entirely contained in pages 7 to 88 
of applicants’ U.S. patent application Ser. No. OW346.793 as 
originally filed on Nov. 30. 1994. Pertinent portions of the 
text of th is  twcrpart CONFIG FPMM design document are 
reproduced below under the sub-heading “Details for Imple- 
menting the Preferred Embodiment.” 
Turning now to FIG. lA, there is shown a block diagram 
illustrating the integration of the Flow Path Management 
Module (FPMM) with the CONFIG tool for disaete event 
simulation and qualitative modeling. The CONFIG tool 
includes Library Definition and Model Building Modules 21 
and a Simulation Module 22 loaded into a digital computer 
20. The digital computer 24 is also loaded with the Flow 
path Management Module (FPMM) 23. A model builder 24 
uses the Library Definition and Model-Building Modules to 
build a Model Data Structure 25. When a user 26 operates 
the Simulation Module 22 to perform a simulation. the 
Simulation Module 22 and the How Path Management 
Module 23 access the Model Data Structure 25. 
The CONFIGFPMM architecture and interfaces of the 
Flow Path Management Module 23 to the Modeling and 
Simulation Modules are further shown in FIG. 1B. The 
CONmG modeling data types were enhanced to interface 
with the FPMM, by the addition of Internal-Flows and 
Junctions. An example of the use of the FPMM is in a 
Thermal Bus System model where the FPMM data type 
“Flow-Dir” is used to determine in which direction to 
propagate the user defined properties of fluid (Fluid Phase) 
carried by flow during the simulation. 
During a simulation. the system maintains the data on the 
direction of flow and the qualitative value of potential drop 
for every possible path of flow through every system com- 
ponent or device on a flow path. For all resistive elements, 
the sign of the potential drop is always the opposite of the 
sign of the flow direction. FPMM also dynamically deter- 
mines which port is upstream and which is downstream for 
each system component when a reconfiguration of the 
system or reversal of direction of an effort has occurred. 
The basis of this &sign is a data structure and procedures 
in which flow-path elements communicate with one or more 
“parent” objects, each representing a subgraph of the over- 
al l  flow network in a modeled system. During a simulation. 
the elements report information on their local state and the 
parent objects report to their elements the status of flow- 
related attributes of the sub-gaph such as whether there is 
an external flow into the sub-graph due to sources of effort 
external to it. 
Data Structures 
A set of fundamental path element objects and flow 
aggregate objects are provided to construct global power 
transmission path structures for use in computations con- 
cerning the flow-related propexties of a system model. The 
various aggregates are constructed by procedures described 
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later in this document. The design and implementation of SPreductions are pexformed that replace some sub graphs of 
PPMM are object-oriented, and so carresponding terrninol- a complex flow network with single nodes. 
ogy will be used in the description. Since all aggregates are used for computation of flow 
The fundamental path element objects include Resistive attributes for atomic nodes in COIWIG devices. the sense of 
Elements, or “In-Line-Nodes”, Effort Sources. Flow- s direction in an aggregate relative to each child must be 
Sources and Junctions. An In-Line-Node indicates a resis- maintained. Every aggregate, therefore, rather thm directly 
tive element that has exactly two connections to the external storing pointers to the child nodes. instead stores Part-Link 
environment through which flow may pass. There are two objects that contain directional information and cluster- 
types of attributes of an In-Line-Node, those hidden from circuit interface information. 
and those visible to the modeler. The hidden attributes are io Simulator Interface 
used for flow computations, and include aggregate Parent. In order to interface with a discrete event simulator such 
Left and Right ports, number of Flows-Right and Flows- as CONFIG, a number of flow-related variable classes were 
Left. and Flow-Decided? status. The visible attributes defined for component models: flow. junction, internal-flow, 
include Pass-P (resistance as finite or infinite), Flow-Dir internal junction, flow-state. flow-port, storage, effort, flow- 
(computed net flow as zero, or in right or left direction), 15 source, effort-storage. flow-controlling-storage. A diagram 
Effort-Input (one of a modeler-defined set of qualitative of these classes in the CONFIG embodiment and their 
values that includes ZERO) and Orientation (permissible interfaces with FPMM is shown in FIG. 3A. FIG. 3 illus- 
directions of flow). trates that the flow-related device data structures include a 
Mort-Sources Effort-Sources are treated as resistive ele- state variable cluster (VC) hierarchy. For storage devices, 
ments when the value of the effort exerted is Zero. Wort- 20 the implicit power transfer to the environment occurring. for 
Sources are therefore a subclass of In-Line-Node. Wort- example, during liquid flow into an open container, is 
Sources have two attributes in addition to those inherited represented by “vvirtual” circuits that include an environ- 
from In-Line-Node: Effort-Dir (direction of higher mental junction. This special class of junction, Domain- 
potential) and Effort-Value (computed from net effort and Power-Junction, is used to represent the transmission of 
flow inputs). Because potential across a resistive element is 25 power between the system and the environment. From the 
qualitatively propodonal to flow, these two properties have perspective of FF’MM, there is no difference between Stor- 
been replaced by a single qualitative potential, also referred age and In-Line-Nodes. The connectivity appears different 
to as Effort-Input, for qualitative computations. A qualitative only from the perspective of the system simulation model. A 
potential for a device in a flow-path is taken kom a set of special Junction Device class is also defined to permit 
discrete values. such as “High”. “Nominal”. or “‘Low”. Each 30 junctions external to any true device to be added to a model. 
such value is a qualitative expression of the difference Each system device class defined by the simulator user 
between an effort at the input (upstream) port of flow and the has a Flow-Map. a directed graph object. A device model 
effort at the output (downstream) port of flow. Since rates of may have an arbitrary number of internal data structures 
flow are equivalent to qualitative potential in this design, that. from the standpoint of WMM. are interconnected 
flow sources are represented as a subclass of effod source 35 nodes embedded in the overall flow network of the system 
and there is no “Yiow” variable for the flow-source. only the containing the device. The user specifies a Flow-Map for 
Effort-VaIue variable inherited from the Effort-Source class. each class of device that describes those connections internal 
Junctions allow divergences and convergences of flow to to a device. When an instance of a device is connected into 
be represented. In the node aggregation procedures used to the system flow network by means of device relations to 
produce aggregate objects. In-Line-Nodes are treated as 40 other devices, the internal connections of nodes contained in 
labeled edges between junctions, which are treated as nodes. the device are automatically established by reference to the 
Junctions contain no direct information on flow and can flow map for the device’s class. For each internal node in a 
impose no constraints on it beyond their static connectivity. device instance there is a corresponding map node for the 
Aggregate Data Structures are not visible to the modeler. 
They include serial (S) and parallel (F‘) clusters and circuit 45 
objects. A circuit is any collection of system components 
defining a cyclic path such that no nodes are repeated in the 
path sequence. Circuits have more than one connection to 
the external environment and therefore cannot be treated as 
components. Clustering allows entire sub graphs of a flow 50 
network to be treated as individual nodes in a Circuit. In 
FIG. 2A. a diagram of a simple SP-Reducible sub graph of 
a flow network is shown, and in mG. 2B, the equivalent 
hierarchical cluster representation is shown with directional 
relationship information. S-Clusters represent series of 55 
nodes not separated by junctions and P-Clusters represent 
parallel nodes between junctions. Clusters are hierarchical 
graph aggregates that may be treated as components. inher- 
iting from the class In-Line-Node. and have two “ports” to 
the external environment. Component-like aggregates have 60 
qualitative flow- and effort-direction attributes, while non- 
component-like aggregates do not. AU aggregates share the 
Orientation and Pass-P attributes with In-Line-Nodes. All 
aggregates have a Children attribute pointing to the In-Line- 
Atoms or component-like aggregates that comprise the 65 
aggregate. The Circuit aggregate is necessary to represent 
SP-irreducible systems. prior to the construction of Circuits, 
class. The internal connections for the device instance are 
established in such a way that they mirror the connections of 
the corresponding map nodes. An example of a flow map 
interfaced to a thermal bus system model is shown in FTG. 
4A. In FIG. 4A. physical path segments are illustrated by 
solid black lines. There is a physical path including an 
accumulator 200. a pump 201, a solenoid valve 202. an 
evaporator 203. a condenser ZQ7, and a subcooler 208. There 
is also physical path including a regulator valve 209 shunt- 
ing the evaporator 203 and the condenser 207. Virtual path 
segments are illustrated by dotted lines. All of the virtual 
path segments tenninate at a common domain junction 206. 
The respective virtual path segments originate from the 
accumulator 200, a liquid reservoir 204 in the evaporator 
203, a vapor chambex 205 in the evaporator 203. a vapor 
chamber 210 in the condenser 2@7, and a liquid reservoir 211 
in the condenser. 
Procedure for Generating Topological Representations 
Each time a flow relation is added to a system model or 
deleted from it. and each time the internal Flow-Map is 
modified for a device class for which instances exist in a 
model, a completely new set of Clusters and Circuits is 
created and any existing representational objects are dis- 
carded. The path-construction procedure, Cluster, finds a 
5,732.192 
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base-path between two arbitrarily selected junctions, an 
<origin> and a <destination> that are not the same junction. 
During the path traversal, S-Clusters are aeated as they are 
found. The initial S-Clusters are series of In-Line-Nodes not 
separated by any junctions. The procedure creates a two- 
dimensional array. The contents of each cell is then replaced 
by a cluster created by a recursive call to Cluster, and may 
be a P-Cluster or an S-Cluster created by the recursive call. 
Repeated passes are made through the array with increas- 
ingly large differences in  the j and k cell indices, on each 
iteration making a recursive call to Cluster followed by a call 
to auxiliary procedures for combining with previous clus- 
tering results. The result is a heterogeneous hierarchical 
aggregate of Clusters and Circuits. 
Simulation-Time Operations 
During disaete-event simulations. FPMM computes the 
Flow-Dir and Effort-Input attributes of In-Line-Nodes incor- 
porated into CONFIG as Device Variable-Clusters. FPMM 
employs a two-phase computation compatible with discrete 
event simulation, in which no new flow is determined until 
a time quanta has elapsed. The following is given as a 
summary of how the various procedures and data structures 
interact during a simulation. There are two major phases of 
activity triggered when the state of an atomic In-Line-Node 
changes. A diagram of triggering actions is shown in FIGS. 
6A and 6B, and the legend for this and other calling 
sequence diagrams for procedures called on an in-line node 
or a node aggregate is shown in  FIG. 5. 
A diagram of the Phase I procedure calls in relation to 
node aggregates is shown in FIG. 7A. The conditions for the 
decision points (diamonds) labeled 1.2 and 3 in FIG. 7A are 
given in the legend of FIG. 7B. In Phase I, the flow-related 
attributes favoring flow in one or both of the two possible 
directions (Left or Right) of the tw~por t  in-Line-Nodes are 
determined from the “bottom-up” through the system’s 
cluster hierarchy, starting with the atomic in-line-Node 
whose state has changed, referred to here as the “origin 
node”. The origin node and the clusters above it whose 
flow-related attributes are also changed during upward 
recursion are each referred to as the “event node” on which 
further upward recursion is based. The state changes in 
device variables in the simulation model that can affect flow 
are Pass-I? Orientation, Wort-Dir. and Wort-Value. 
The nodes and clusters that have undergone a change in 
either of the two flow-link token attributes are added to a list 
of *Affected-Nodes* and the Flow-Decided? attribute of the 
node is set to NIL. T h i s  attribute is used during Phase 11 
operations. 
When the event associated with the origin node is a 
change in Effort-Value, all children of active clusters ances- 
tral to the origin node and all children of active circuits of 
which the origin node is a child are added to the list of 
*AfFected-Nodes*. An aggregate object is active if flow can 
reach from one of its two ports to the other. Because 
mort-Value is a change in magnitude, not in direction, no 
flow links are added when this value has changed. 
Factors influencing flow are also computed for siblings of 
the origin node in any of the non-hierarchical Circuit objects 
of which the origin node is a child. The tokens used to 
represent factors favoring flow are referred to as Flow- 
Links. A node may have either a set of Circuit objects as 
parents or a single S- or P-Cluster parent. 
The aggregation of nodes into Circuits and/or clusters 
allows computations to proceed in an incremental fashion so 
that only a subset of aU nodes in the system must be 
examined when a flow-related state change occurs in a given 
node. Upward-recursion halts when the state-change in the 
child does not produce a qualitative change in the parent. 
10 
The Flow-Link tokens are maintained in the Flows-Left 
and Flows-Right attributes of all In-Line-Node objects. 
These tokens support a kind of qualitative summation of 
flows. As long as there is one or more tokens in one of the 
5 two attributes. there must be a flow through the node toward 
the port indicated by the name of the token attribute from the 
opposite port. For instance. one or more Flow-Links in the 
Flows-Right attribute indicates a flow into the Left port of 
the In-Line-Node and out through the Right port. A Flow- 
io Link in the Flows-Left attribute indicates a flow in the 
opposite direction. There can be tokens in both the Flows- 
Left and Flows-Right attributes simultaneously. and that 
may be a source of ambiguity unless other factors favor a net 
flow in one direction over the other. 
A diagram of Phase 11 procedure calls is shown in FIG. 
8A. The conditions for the decision points (diamonds) 
labeled 1 to 5 in FIG. 8Aare given in the legend of FIG. 8B. 
In Phase 11, the Flow-Dir and mort-Value are set for only 
those nodes and clusters on the *Affected-Nodes* list cre- 
20 ated in Phase L The Phase-11 computations are often 
straightforward when there is only a single effort-source in 
a strongly-connected component of a flow-network the 
Flow-Dir through a node is in the direction of the non-NIL 
token attribute and the mort-Input is the same as the 
25 Wort-Value of the single EEort-Source or Flow-Source 
responsible for a flow reaching the node. 
In situations where both flow-link attributes are non-NIL. 
several approaches are pursued to automatically determine 
the values of Wort-Input and How-Dir. Spurious qualitative 
30 ambiguities may arise when more than one effort source is 
present in a system or when a single effort source is 
positioned in certain Ways in a non-SP topology. Three 
different techniques are exploited to minimize spurious 
qualitative ambiguities. The first technique, derived from the 
35 literature, exploits the constraints on flow imposed by the 
flow orientation inherent in some components. The second 
technique resolves ambiguities by distinguishing qualitative 
values of significant magnitude from those of relatively 
insignificant magnitude. The third technique for resolving 
40 ambiguities exploits the qualitative difference between the 
constraints on flow imposed by flow sources. for which flow 
is the independent variable. and the constraints imposed by 
effort sources, for which effort is the independent variable. 
In the FPMM computational scheme. flow and resistance 
45 have been combined into a qualitative-potentiaI variable. so 
flow is not an explicit property of a flow source in FPMM. 
This representational difEculty is overcome by giving strict 
precedence to the qualitative potentials induced by a flow 
source in other system nodes over the qualitative potentials 
50 associated with any effort sources. The user is queried as a 
last resort-a circumstance that probably indicates either a 
modeling error or a fault condition in the simulated system. 
The separation of computations into these two distinct 
phases allows conflicting indications of flow direction to be 
55 recorded for each atomic node in Phase I so that all such 
indications are known for all nodes before the actual deci- 
sion of flow-direction is made in Phase IL It also facilitates 
integration with discrete-event simulation. since Phase 11 
can be deferred until the end of a discrete-event time slice 
60 and the Flow-Dir and Wort-Input cannot take on more than 
one value during a time slice. 
2. Details for Implementing the Preferred Embodiment 
(A) FPMM Architecture and Data Structure Generation 
Data structure generation for the FPMM of CONFIG3 is 
65 implemented in source code fdes FPhQd-Gen.LEP and 
CONFIG-Flow-Paths.LzSP. The later source fde is an inter- 
face layer between FPMM, which has no direct representa- 
15 
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tions of CONFIG data structures. and CONFIG proper. 
Simulation-time flow computations for the FPMM are 
implemented in a source file FPMM-0ps.LISP. FPMM 
simulation time operations are discussed below after dis- 
cussion of the FPMM data structure generation. 
The Flow Problem in Qualitative Modeling and Discrete 
Event Simulation 
A major purpose of CONFIG is to serve as a tool for 
creation of qualitative models of physical systems from a 
library of reusable device descriptions and for analyses of 
the modeled system’s behavior using discrete event simu- 
lations (DEVS). Because CONFIG device descriptions are 
intended to be reusable in a wide range of systems, possibly 
with very different purposes, these device descriptions 
should ideally be independent of assumptions based on the 
global properties of the system(s) within which instantia- 
tions of the device descriptions will be incorporated. While 
there are practical limitations to total independence. all such 
global assumptions should at least be made explicit and 
should, at a minimum. not restrict the usability of the 
descriptions to a single configuration of one system. 
Past experience with modeling using earlier versions of 
CONFlG has shown that fluid flow is one of the most 
difiicult aspects of physical behavior to simulate using only 
“local” behavior descriptions. Central to the difEiculty is the 
fact that a flowing substance within a system is an entity that 
cannot be represented directly within the device ontology. 
The state of a continuous fluid entity at one point in a 
network of connected devices is affected by the processes to 
which it is subjected at other points, and the behavior of one 
device may therefore be affected by the behavior of another 
remote device via the fluid medium. some effects being 
propagated at the speed of power transmission in the fluid 
(e.g.. the speed of sound in a fluid) and others at the rate of 
flow. 
Within a “pure” device ontology. the direction and mag- 
nitude of flow must be determined strictly from the inputs 
the device receives with no reference to the identity of the 
inputs’ origin. 
Qualitative Potential and How Rates 
Although no meaningful qualitative equivalent exists for 
expressing the value of a potential drop across a device 
according to Ohm’s and Kirchof‘s laws, it was found that it 
was s t i l l  useful to express qualitative potential as a measure 
of deviation from a “nominal” or median expected value. 
This notion has been expanded upon somewhat in the 
FPMM design described here and can be expressed as 
follows: 
IF these is Bow throvgh mdc dTHENp(d)--e+Q 
where p(d) is the potential drop across node d and E is the 
list of all effort values of nodes in the union of the sets of 
nodes for closed circuits that contain node d. If node d itself 
has infinite resistance, the set of closed circuits is of course 
the empty set, and p(d) must be some qualitative value 
corresponding to zero. A “closed” circuit is a set of nodes on 
any cycle for which each node has a non-infinite resistance 
(i.e., a non-zero conductance). The function Q+ is a function 
that can perform a qualitative summation of the list of 
efforts, E, acting on device d. In the design presented here, 
the result of performing a Qt on a list of effort values of 
more than one member is always ambiguous, unless the 
items in the list are all of Mering magnitudes, in which case 
the result is the item having the greatest magnitude in the list 
E. 
A further assumption can then be made that the rate of 
flow through a device is proportional to this summation of 
12 
the efforts inducing flow in the device without regard to the 
resistance of the device or others in the circuits on which it 
is located. This second assumption can be explicitly repre- 
sented with CONFIG processes to compute, for example, the 
5 rate at which a container fills or empties during a discrete 
event simulation. Because assumptions on the relationship 
of the qualitative potential to flow rate are represented using 
CONFIG processes, this FPMM design is not directly con- 
cerned with it. The FPMM computes only qualitative poten- 
io tials and the presence or absence of flow and th is  informa- 
tion is then passed on to the CONFIG modules that handle 
execution of user-defined device processes. Forbus and 
DeKleer. 1993. Building Problem Solvers gives an almost 
identical treatment to express qualitatively the relationship 
15 of heat flow to the temperature difference between two 
physical objects in contact: 
(9;18ow-ratc ?self)(+tempnture ?src)(~raIurc ?dst))) 
where, ?self is aprocess in Forbus’ Qualitative Process (QP) 
theory describing a flow and ?src and ?dst represent the two 
physical objects of (possibly) Mering temperatures. This 
QP expression states that the rate of heat flow is qualitatively 
equal (and quantitatively proportional) to the difference in 
temperature between the ?src and ?dst objects in thermal 
25 contact. Temperature is the measure of potential associated 
with the flow of heat (or more accurately. the flow of 
entropy) in thermodynamics. Borrowing from Forbus the 
“Q=” predicate, and generalizing to any kind of flow, a 
CONFIG process referencing the qualitative potential may 
30 assume a flow rate expressed in Forbus’ functional notation 
by the assertion that: 
20 
(Q==(flm-rate ?d) @ ?d)) 
35 is true. where ?d represents a device and p represents the 
qualitative potential. This relation can be used to detennine 
the simulation time delays between postings of “increment- 
ing” or “decrementing” events on the CONFIG event queue 
for variables representing the level of fluid in a container; the 
40 rates of filling or emptying of a container will be inversely 
proportional (quantitatively) to the time delays used 
There are of course limitations to the fidelity of the 
models constructed under these simplifications; there may 
well be systems, for example, whose working principles 
45 involve changing the potential across devices by reconfig- 
uring the system in such a way as to increase or decrease the 
upstream resistance to a device or changing the tdal quan- 
titative resistance of a circuit. The working principles of 
such systems cannot be accurately modeled with the current 
50 FPMM design. These limitations, however. should still 
allow reasonable qualitative models of many, if not most. 
conceivable systems. In any event, the simpljfyiig assump- 
tions can be made explicit in the section of the CONFIG 
user’s guide concerned with modeling flow and power 
Topological Representations of Flow 
With the exceptions of a few bond graph reasoning 
systems. most qualitative reasoning tools do not treat flow as 
a phenomenon distinct from others occurring in a system. 
60 Bond graph representations, while providing the basis for 
rigorous quantitative and qualitative analysis of flow. are 
s t i l l  low-level component representations that do not char- 
acterize the topology of the system. One qualitative reason- 
ing system called ARC did incorporate topological repre- 
65 sentations useful for efticient computations of flow, for 
automating the process of switching perspectives in quali- 
tative reasoning. One aspect of this work was to develop 
55 transmission. 
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efficient means of examining the properties of large regions 
of a system so that the global constraints on their constitu- 
ents could be determined and so that regions in the ‘‘active 
configuration” of the system at a given time could be 
determined. In ARC. all components not in a system’s active 
configuration are excluded from consideration, eliminating 
unnecessary search. 
While Liu’s work on ARC was more concerned with the 
kind of perturbation analysis that falls outside of the scope 
of CONFIG’S intended function. the ARC representations 
were found to be directly applicable to improving the 
efficiency and representational power of the FPMM design. 
Liu used graph “clustering,” that is subgraphs of a system’s 
flow network. Liu used two kinds of cluster representations: 
Serial Clusters (S-Clusters) and Parallel Clusters 
(P-Clusters). S-Clusters correspond to specialized 
1-junctions of bond graph theory, and P-Clusters comespond 
to specialized @junctions. On illustration of clustering as 
adapted to the FPMM is shown in FIGS. 2A and 2C. 
Unlike bond graphs. a Serial-Parallel (SP) cluster repre- 
sentation of a system is hierarchical. Each Parallel cluster 
has a set of child nodes. Each P-Cluster child may be either 
an “atomic” node (i.e.. an original system component) or an 
S-Cluster. Each S-Cluster also has a set of children, which 
may be either P-Clusters or atomic nodes. An S-P graph of 
a flow network is therefore a tree structure, with P-Clusters 
and S-Clusters at alternating levels in the tree. 
Both types of clusters can be treated as components, and 
have exactly two connections to all external regions of the 
flow network Any flow from an external source must enter 
the cluster at one port and exit at the other, just as for an 
atomic two-port node. 
While ARC, being primarily a perturbation analyzer, uses 
clustering to improve both computing and storage 
efficiencies. the CONFIG FPMM design takes advantage 
primarily of the storage efficiency provided. In earlier stages 
of the FPMM design, the only aggregate representations of 
system topology were objects referred to as ‘%ircuits”, and 
the description of a model’s flow topology was to consist 
only of the set of all possible closed-circuit paths in the 
system, each being represented by a Circuit object. The 
number of such circuit objects needed to describe a network 
is on the order of the average degree of nodes in the system 
raised to the power of the number of nodes. SP clustering, 
for those systems that can be reduced to this representation, 
reduces the number of aggregate objects to the order of 
atomic nodes. 
As Liu observed, there is a significant limitation on SP 
clustering: not all flow networks are reducible to an SP 
representation. He noted, however. that in many cases, a 
system graph may contain subgraphs that are not 
SP-reducible but that could st i l l  be lreated as components in 
an SP representation. This is possible when a non-SP- 
reducible subgraph has only two connections to the rest of 
the system graph. Liu offers as an example the Wheatstone 
bridge, which internally cannot be represented as an SP 
hierarchy but which does have only two connections to the 
rest of the system. 
We recognized that such a non-SP component aggregate 
could be represented internally as a collection of Circuit 
objects as initially conceived for FPMM. while treating the 
aggregate as a component in a higher level S- or P-Cluster. 
We refer to such aggregate objects here as “Quasi-Clusters”. 
While the order of the number of Circuit objects within such 
a quasi-cluster is still combinatorially explosive. a system 
that is reducible to a mixture of SP and Quasi-Clustea 
remesentations will alwavs be of more manaeeable size in 
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this heterogeneous representation scheme than in a homo- 
geneous representation consisting of a collection of circuits 
for the entire system. 
It is also possible for a system to be reducible to an 
5 alternating hierarchy of clusters and circuits with no SP 
clusters. In such a topology, the quasi-clusters would have 
multiple circuit parents but circuits would never have more 
than one quasi-cluster parent. Even for t h i s  topology. there 
would be considerable savings in storage and performance 
The representation scheme selected for FPMM here is 
therefore heterogeneous. It has an advantage over Liu’s 
approach because flow computations do not require the 
model to be completely SP-reducible. Any mixture of SP 
15 and Quasi-Cluster/Circuit aggregates is permissible. One 
inherent problem with quasi-clusters is that if an effort is 
applied across its ports. one or more nodes internal to the 
cluster will have a qualitatively ambiguous potential. In 
contrast. qualitative ambiguity occurs in SP clusters only 
20 when more than one effort source is active at the same time. 
But at least such ambiguities can be detected by FPMM and. 
in many cases. would be indicative of an overly complex 
connectivity in a model’s design. 
A partial procedure is given in th is  document for quasi- 
25 cluster generation, but only the capability to mix SP sub- 
graphs with circuits is completed and has been implemented. 
Clustering improves computational efficiency in the 
FPMM design, but unlike ARC. CONFIG cannot simply 
ignore all atomic nodes belonging to an aggregate that is not 
30 part of the active configuration. During a simulation. each 
atomic node, which in the FPMM design is a CONFIG 
device variable cluster, must be updated so that the device’s 
state description will be comect. 
Many devices such as electrical diodes and fluid check- 
35 valves permit flow in only one direction. ~ i u  refers to the 
permitted flow direction as the “orientation” of the device. 
Because SP clusters may be treated as components. ARC 
assigns orientations to clusters. The orientation of a cluster 
is derived from the mientations of its children. Quster 
orientations provide additional constraints that limit the 
search required during reasoning. The notion of orientation 
has been incorporated into the FPMM design and is also 
applied to Circuit objects. 
In the terminology as adapted for FPMM. the basic 
components of a system may have an orientation of Left or 
Right relative to some frame of reference, or they may have 
an orientation of None, indicating that flow in both direc- 
tions is permitted (the more common case). In addition to 
5o these three possible values, a cluster’s orientation may be 
Impasse. indicating flow is not possible in either direction. 
The derivation of cluster orientation can be stated as fol- 
lows: 
10 in comparison to a pure Circuit representation. 
45 
F o ~  S-Cluster, S: 
55 
IF any om child has an orientationof Impasse 
OR (one or more children has an orientation of Left 
AND one or mom children has au oriwtption of Right) 
THEN orientation(S)tIm~ 
60 
ELSE IF any child, C has an Oricrrmtion not equal to Nonc 
65 THEN ~ t a ~ S ) ~ t € t t i o n  (C) 
ELSE 0ri.mtatim~Sk-None. 
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FPMM design. As explained above, flow and potential are 
treated as being qualitatively proportional. No additional 
computation for flow rates are performed and there is no 
separate state variable for the magnitude of flow. Any 
flow-integrating computations, such as fluid level in a 
container, will be performed by CONFIG processes using 
the qualitative potential. For example, a HIGH qualitative 
potential is equivalent to a HIGH flow rate. CONFIG 
operators for computing a level-incrementing process delay 
must take the qualitative potential as an argument. 
Detection of Ambiguity of Flow Direction 
Ambiguity in the direction of flows arising from the 
existence of opposing flows along a path segment will be 
detected and resolved during simulations. 
Implementation Note: 
Only the detection of ambiguity is currently supported by 
the FPMM. 
Congruent Flows in Multiple Domains 
The user will be able to model system in which flows 
occur in several physical domains simultaneously (e.g., 
electrical and fluid). Flow topologies in the various domains 
may be partially or totally congruent. such as when heat is 
conducted across temperature gradients in a pipe by the fluid 
flowing through the pipe. 
Implementation Note: 
The CONFIG3_Demo_Build implementation currently 
allows only one kind of flow network in a model. Extensions 
to multiple flow domains is largely a matter of user-interface 
extensions. 
Representation of Divergent Flows Within a Device 
The user will be able to model any arbitrary number of 
flows entering at a port in a device that may be split into any 
arbitrary number of sub flows exiting the device at two or 
more device ports. The FPMM will employ a representation 
that is compatible with the generally-understood notion of 
junctions for this purpose. 
Representation of Multiple Internal Connections 
Multiple internal connections between a given pair of 
device ports will be supported, with restrictions enforced on 
the number of connections that the user can make to any 
given internal node. For example, if a device has several 
internal resistive elements, all must have exactly two con- 
nections to other nodes (internal or external) and any diver- 
gences of flow within the device must be represented by the 
use of internal junctions. which are permitted to have any 
number of connections greater than two. 
Compatibility With Existing CONFIG Design 
In CONFIG, a model often represents how substances 
moving through a series of connected devices are trans- 
formed and modified locally by each device in turn. This 
makes the precise sequence of devices encountered by a 
substance of primary importance. In certain kinds of 
analyses, the sequence of nodes connected in series is also 
important because the sequence indicates an ordering of the 
node potentials relative to some reference. 
Any FPMM manipulations of the flow network represen- 
tations in a CONFIG model must preserve th is  sequencing 
information. 
The chosen representation must be compatible with CON- 
FIG’S current representation of discrete event sequencing 
15 
For a P-Cluster. P 
IF all children have an orientation of Impasac THEN 
or;mtatiofl(P)tImpassc 
OrientatiOn(P)tO 
ELSE IF All children have the slil~c orientation, 0 THEN 
ELSE Orientation(P)cNonc. 
The orientation of a Circuit object in FPMM is derived in 
precisely the same way as is the orientation of an S-Cluster. 
Design Requirements 
Functional Requirements 
Detection of Flows 
During a CONFIG simulation. the data on the direction 
(i.e.. sign) of flow and the qualitative value of potential drop 
will be maintained for every possible path of flow through 
every device on a flow path. For all resistive elements. the 
sign of the potential drop is always the opposite of the sign 
of the flow direction. 
Computation of Qualitative Potentials 
The notion of a qualitative potential is derived from 
earlier experience from CONFIG2 use tests as previously 
described. A qualitative potential for a device in a circuit is 
taken from a set of discrete values, such as “High”, 
“Nominal”. or “Low”. Each such value is a qualitative 
expression of the merence between an effort at the input 
(upstream) port of flow and the effort at the output 
(downstream) port of flow. 
The FPMh4 design will dynamically determine which 
port is upstream and which is downstream when a recon- 
figuration of the system or reversal of direction of an effort 
has occurred. 
The qualitative potential is referred to as the “effort-input” 
in the current implementation of FPMM. The qualitative 
potential of a device is independent of the position of the 
device relative to the effort or flow sources in the system 
topology, unlike the case for quantitative potential where the 
same resistive element will have a different potential based 
on the value of its resistance, the element’s position in the 
overall system topology, and the quantitative resistance and 
effort values of other elements in the topology. 
For a resistive element exposed to a single qualitative 
effort source, the qualitative potential is identical to the 
qualitative effort value of the source. This is a reasonable 
assumption if and only if the resistance along the path(s) of 
flow between the source and resistor do not change signifi- 
cantly during the operation of the modeled system. If the 
resistance quantities are a significant factor in the operation 
of a system. then the type of qualitative simulation provided 
by CONFIG/FF’MM is not suitable. 
Computation of Qualitative Flow Rates 
For electrical circuits, ideal resistance according to Ohms 
law is: 
V=IR 
For other flow domains, the more general expression is: 
&M+(& R) 
The value of flow is determined given the potential. No 
distinction will be made between the linear and non-linear 
cases for resistance, and therefore no distinction between 
flow and qualitative potential is required for the current 
S 
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information and must provide a well-defined interface for FPMM class IN-LJNE-ATOM or the class JUNCTION, but 
interactions between CONFIG processes and flow-related never both. When the user defines internal connections 
state information. between variable-clusters as part of a DEVICE class 
definition, a sub graph of a flow network will be instantiated 
5 evexy time an instance of the device class is added to a model 
and external connections via Port variable clusters are made 
Using CONFIG device rehti0IIS. The relationship Of FF’Mh4 
objects to CONFIG variable clusters will be described in 
more &tail subsquently- 
Architecture Requirements 
Open Architecture 
The representations of flow-paths w a  be ready trans- 
latable for analysis by non-CONFIG software, such as 
systems that perfm power-~ans~ssion analyses using 
bond graph representations. This will allow models con- 
representations for other kinds of analyses and simulation, 
and for further refinements to the model including the 
addition of quantitative descriptions of the model. 
smcted using CONFIG/FPMM to be to other 1o FlOWS-kfi and Flows-Right-A p& Of Slots named Flows- 
Left and Flows-Right store lists Of tokens, each list 
indicating separate “tendencies” for flow in the associated 
direction. A non-empty list in the Flows-Left slot indicate 
flow is occurring in the direction from the right port to the 
left port. A non-empty list in the Flows-Right slot indi- 
flow in the opposite diredon. men there are no 
more sophisticated qualitative and quantitative simulations tokens in one of these slots, there can be no flow, and the 
and analyses Of time-varying flow properties. This W i l l  allow mow direction and qualitative potential associated with 
future enhancements to FPMM functionality and/or integra- flow are assigned qualitative values cmespondiog to 
tion of FPMM with new code modules having additional zero. When both lists are non-empty. the direction of net 
functionality beyond what is described in this document. flow may be ambiguous or it may be determined by other 
FPMM Architecture factors associated with the tokens as will be discussed 
The diagram shown in FIG. 1B illustrates the relation- subsequently. Computation of dynamic flow properties 
ships between the two FPMM sub modules 31.32, CONFIG using these tokens is the primary subject of the FPMM- 
proper 33. and the CONFIG Simulation module 22. Note Operations document. 
that there is no direct communications between CONFIG 25 Flow-Decided?-This slot holds a Lisp Boolean (T or NIL) 
and FPMM. The models constructed by the user serve as a and indicates whether the Flow-Dir attribute (below) is 
“blackboard” for both FPMh4-Ops 32 and CONFIG. The valid for the set of nodes afFected by a reconfiguration 
CONFIG/FPMM Classes sub module 34 of CONFIG event during a CONFIG simulation run. See Part II of this 
defines classes that inherit from both CONFIG and FPMM document on the simulation-time operations of FF’MM. 
classes and other objects that are used jointly by the two 30 The slots visible to CONFIG and its users are as follows: 
modules. Pass-P-All elements are represented as fixed resistances of 
The only module with which FF’MM is in direct commu- taking on a Boolean value corresponding either to infinite 
nication is the CONFIG Simulation module 22. FPMM must or to finite. The notion of a “zero” resistance. allowing 
know when all events in a time slice have been executed by detection of short circuits. is not included in the current 
the simulator. This is necessary because the Simulator 35 design. A CONFIG qualitative value mapping to Boolean 
executes events that may set flow-determinant variables and True indicates that there is a finite resistance allowing 
all must be known before FPMM-Ops computes new values flow through the element while a value mapping to 
for flow variables dependent on the determinant variable. Boolean False indicates no flow is possible. “Pass-F”’ has 
The simulation module 22 therefore informs FPMM-Ops 32 exactly the same interpretation as the “Clear” variable 
when there are no more events queued for the current 40 used in  the CONFIG2 modeling of flow in the TBS 
simulation time-slice. model. 
Design Flow-Dir-This attribute indicates the direction of net flow 
The basis of th is  design is an arrangement in which as computed by FPMh4 based on the token lists in the 
flow-path elements communicate with one or more “parent” Flows-Left and Flows-Right slots and related factors. 
objects, each representing a sub graph of the overall flow 45 This attribute is assigned a value from a CONFIG quali- 
network in a modeled system During a simulation, the tative variable type that maps to a fixed set of directions: 
elements report information on their local state and the Left. Right, and None. These directions indicate respec- 
parent objects report to their elements the status of flow- tively that flow through the node is directed towards the 
related attributes of the sub graph such as whether there is Left port, the Right port, or neither. 
an external flow into the sub graph due to sources of effort 50 Effort-Input-A resistive element has an Effort-Input slot 
external to it. representing a Qualitative-Potential across the element. It 
FPMh4 Path-Element Hierarchy may have a value from any set of qualitative values with 
The classes of all objects used to represent flow-path the restriction that one of the value must be stored in the 
topologies are given in FIG. 9. Boxes represent abstract FPMM global variable ZERO. For passive elements. the 
classes and ovals represent instantiable classes. Note that the 55 direction of decreasing potential is the Flow-Dir of the 
only portion of th is  hierarchy inherited by objects in In-Line-Node. 
CONFIG-proper are the 3 classes at the far right: In-Line Orientation--Each resistive element also has an orientation 
Atom EifFort-Source Atom and Flow-Source, since CON- attribute. indicating in which direction flow is permis- 
FIG creates and is aware only of atomic nodes. which are sible. This attribute is assigned a value from a CONFIG 
variable clusters in devices. AU other objects are aggregates 60 qualitative variable type that maps to a fixed set of 
for use in computations concerning the flow-related prop directions: Left, Right, and None. These directions indi- 
d e s  of a CONFIG system model. The various aggregates ate respectively that flow is permissible through the node 
are constructed by procedures described below. towards the Left port. the Right port. or either. Note that 
Fundamental Path Elements the interpretation of the value “None” here is the opposite 
of the same direction value for the Flow-Dir attribute; an 
CONFIG user are a subclass of the CONFIG class In-Line-Node with an Orientation of None permits flow in  
VARLABLECLUSTERS that also inherit &om either the either direction. 
Extensibility 
The representations of flow paths will be extensible to 15 
20 
AU fundamental, or “atomic”, elements to be added by a 65 
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mort Sources 
mort-Sources are treated as resistive elements when the 
value of the effort exerted is Zero. Effort-Sources are there- Capacitive and Inertial Elements 
fore a subclass of In-Line-Node. Capacitive and inertial elements will not be included in 
FOfl-SourceS haye two attributes in addition to those 5 the implementation because their behavior inherently 
inherrted from In-Lme-Node as follows: involves the time-derivatives of flow-related attributes that 
mort-Dir-The in which the effort is are beyond the scope of the current proposal. Representa- 
Sources are discussed below in the section entitled “Roce- 
dure Effort-Sources.” 
rising the potential that motivates flow* The values are Of 
the CONFIG qualitative type Direction* The 
tions of such elements may, however, be included in a 
C O m G  built-in library of abstract flow component devices semantics for direction of effort are the same as for the 1o at some point in the future. 
Flow-Dir attribute: a value mapping to Left means the Bus system 
(“33s) library in the CONFlG3-Demo3uild version of potential at the Left port is greater than the potential at the Right port, a value mapping to Right indicates the 
converse, and a value of None indicates there is no FPh4M contains definitions implementing non-capacitive 
difference induced by the node and therefore no storage devices. which are those for which the rate of flow 
flow motivated by it. ne ~ f f o r t - ~ i r  and F I ~ ~ - D ~  wa 15 is independent of the time-derivative of potential. Capacitive 
generally be the same for an Effort-Source unless the Storage devices. which @CiPate in the dek&atiOn Of 
Source shares a circuit with another EffM-Source having system flows andpotentials. wouldrequire Closer integration 
an Effort-Value that takes precedence over it. (See mort- between CONFIG and FPMM and would constitute a sig- 
Value attribute below). nificant extension to the current FPMM design. 
mort-Value-The set of values for this attribute is the same 20 
as for the mort-Input slot. However. the Effort-Value is 
the qualitative potential increase caused by Effort-Sources 
or Flow-Sources in a circuit. The Effort-Value and Effort- 
Input will generally be the same for an mort-Source 
unless there is another Effort-Source on the circuit with 25 
IMmmwmoN OTE: The 
Junctions 
Junctions allow divergences and convergences of flow to 
be represented as stated in the Requirements section of this 
document. A junction node has the following properties: 
It may have dt-2. 
mort-Value of sufficiently greater magnitude such that 
the Effort-Value of the first source is deemed trivial in 
comparison to the Effort-Value of the second source. and 
the first source is treated as a passive node. (See the 
discussion of Q>, in part 
used to determine when this condition is true). Also, the 
It is assumed to have zero resistance. 
Its connections to other nodes in the system are com- 
which is an operator that is 3o The adjacency list of a junction is stored in the Effective- 
pletely static. 
Nodes slot and consists of a list of conses of the form 
mort-Value of a Flow-Source will in some cases take 
precedence over the EEort-Value of an mort-Source as 
will be explained in the next section. where <port> is one of the symbols Left or Right. and ILN 
Fundamental effort sources are in the class mort-Source- 35 is an In-Line-Node (degr-2.) 
Funcalling <port> on the dLN> object will return the 
Flow-Sources Junction object. In other words, <port> is the direction of 
Flow sources are semantically similar to the bond graph traversal relative to the dL,N> that will reach Junction by 
elements of the same name. traversing one arc. In the node aggregation procedures used 
Since rates of flow are equivalent to qualitative potential 40 to produce aggregate objects, In-Line-Nodes are treated as 
in t h i s  design. flow sources are represented as subclass of labeled edges between junctions, which are treated as nodes. 
effort source and there is no “flow” variable for the flow- FPMM How-Related Attributes 
source, only the mort-Value variable inherited from the Flow-related attributes are a subset of the attributes pre- 
mort-Source class. viously described for the various subclasses of In-fine- 
When an effort-source and a flow-source are on the same 45 Node. 
circuit. the effort-value of the flow-source determines the The flow-related attributes are those state variables of a 
qualitative potential of a l l  resistive elements on the circuit node that either act as direct constraints on the flow through 
and the effort sources is ignored. The justification of th is  the component or are directly affected by an existing flow. 
treatment of Flow-Sources relative to mort-Sources is that These are distinct from other attributes of Junctions and 
it is impossible for an Effort-Source to affect the flow 50 In-Line-Nodes that contain auxiliary data used in FpMM’s 
through any passive node if the only circuits that can be flow computations. 
completed between the Efo~LSource and the passive node The flow-related attributes constrained by the states of 
includes a How-Source, which by definition determines the devices are Flow-Dir and Effort-Input (qualitative potential). 
magnitude of flow passing through itself. The constraining attributes are Pass-P (qualitative Boolean 
Source and the resistances of elements on the flow path also Flow-related attributes are defined only for In-Line- 
are determinants of the flow at a given passive node. but Nodes. Junctions contain no direct information on flow and 
even quantitatively, an effort source cannot be a determinant can impose no constmints on it beyond their static connec- 
of flow in the presence of a flow-source. If, however, a tivity. However, in the extensions to path element data 
passive node can be reached by an effort source on a circuit 60 structures made within the context of CONFIG. attributes 
not including any flow-sources. the effort source must be indirectly related to flow may be added to junctions as well 
consideredin computing the qualitativepotential, even if the as In-Line-Nodes. This is discussed in  the subsequent sec- 
passive node is simultaneously on other circuits containing tion entitled “Interface to CONmG Behavior-Modeling 
flow-sources. In such cases, the flow-sources determine only Mechanisms.” 
part of the flow though the node. 65 Design Note: 
Details of how the qualitative potentials for nodes are 
computed in the presence of multiple Efort-ancUor Flow- 
((cporb.dLN>) . . . ) 
Atom. 
Quantitatively. the divergences of flow leaving a Flow- 55 resistance), Effort-Dir. Effort-Value, and Orientation. 
As can be seen in the previous diagram of the FPMM 
node hierarchy, clusters inherit all of the attributes of 
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In-Line-Node. AU but one of these attributes are used in 
FPMM computations. The information on the attributes of 
clusters assist in efficient computation of the flow-related 
attributes of the In-Line-Atoms. However. the Effort-Value 
(qualitative potential) for clusters is currently unused. In 
future extensions to the FPMM design, the E5ort-Value of 
clusters may be of use for solving problems such as the 
effects of time-varying resistances or other trends in  the 
values of flow-related attributes. 
Aggregate Data Structures 
Several classes of aggregate data structures are defined for 
use in differing topologies. Ce.rtain types of clusters may be 
treated as components. inheriting from the class In-Line- 
Node, and have two “ports” to the external environment. 
Others have more than one connection to the external 
environment and therefore cannot be treated as components. 
Component-like aggregates have qualitative flow- and 
effort-direction attributes, while non-component-like aggre- 
gates do not. All aggregates share the Orientation and Pass-P 
attributes with In-Line-Nodes. AU aggregates have a Chil- 
dren attribute pointing to the In-Line-Atoms or component- 
like aggregates that comprise the aggregate. 
Circuit Objects 
A previous version of this design was based completely 
on Circuit data structures. each of which recorded a single 
sequence of nodes completing a circuit. A Circuit is any 
collection of system components defining a cyclic path such 
that no nodes are repeated in the path sequence. Circuit 
objects are non-component-like aggregates because they 
may have any number of connections to the external envi- 
ronment by junctions at points along the path. Circuit objects 
are always constituents of a Quasi-Parallel cluster. another 
kind of aggregate described subsequently. 
A circuit is never treated as a network component. It 
maintains a list of all its children, currently inactive children, 
and children that are currently exerting an effort-value in 
either the Left or Right direction. Unlike all other 
aggregates, Circuits do not inherit from In-Line-Nude, and 
therefore do not have a Parents slot. Circuits are non- 
hierarchical. 
Serial and Parallel Clusters 
The Circuit approach has been extended by clustering, an 
approach adapted from the previously described work of Liu 
and Farley, for two reasons: 
(1) The Circuit approach requkes exhaustive enumeration 
of all possible cyclic paths within a flow network The 
complexity of both the number of circuits needed to 
describe a given network and the time required to 
compute them is exponential. More precisely, the or& 
is the average degree of nodes within the network 
raised to the power of the number of network nodes. 
Clustering allows entire sub graphs of a flow network 
to be treated as individual nodes in a Circuit. Clustering 
ameliorates. but does not eliminate, the computational 
complexiv of flow-path representations by greatly 
reducing the number of Circuits needed to represent 
networks that include sub graphs that can be repre- 
sented as clusters of nodes connected to each other in 
series or in parallel. 
(2) The clustering captures information on the network 
topology that is lost or at least not explicit in Circuits. 
Namely, clusters are either serial (S-Clusters) clusters 
or parallel (P-Clusters). This information is of signifi- 
cance in determining flow directions and other 
properties. especially when resolving qualitative ambi- 
guity. It should be noted that S and P clusters are 
somewhat similar to S and P junctions in bond graph 
22 
theory, except that S clusters retain information on the 
sequence of the clustered objects explicitly while S 
junctions do not. 
A diagram of a simple SP-Reducible sub graph of a flow 
5 network is shown below in FIG. 2A with the equivalent 
hierarchical cluster representation in FIG. 2C. Note that the 
positions of the Left (L) and Right (R) ports of the resistive 
elements relative to the page are completely arbitrary. 
Because there are two and only two points at which flow 
IO can enter an S- or P-Cluster. both may be viewed as 
components and are assigned a pair of port attributes, just as 
for In-Line-Atoms. When S or P clusters are constructed. a 
Left and a Right port are selected for the aggregate and the 
selections are arbitrary as they are for the elements the 
15 cluster contain. This is illustrated in FIG. 2C showing the SP 
hierarchy. The Left and Right “sense of direction” for the 
top-level P-Cluster, P1. and for the lower-level cluster. S2. 
is the same as for the page. but the lower-level clusters S1 
and P2, have their left-to-right sense reversed to that of the 
In the cluster hierarchy diagram. a port symbol (L or R) 
is prefixed to each child. This symbol indicates which 
port-Left or Right-has to be entered when traversing the 
parent cluster from its own Left port to its Right port. 
While many practical systems can be reduced to a hier- 
archy of S-P clusters, Liu noted that many cannot. In order 
to represent such SP-irreducible systems, we have deter- 
mined that Circuit representations are st i l l  necessary. Prior to 
the construction of Circuits, Serial-Parallel (SP) reductions 
30 are paformed that replace some sub graphs of a complex 
flow network with single nodes. 
For any P-Cluster, an internal flow exists for every 
possible pairing of conductive child nodes in which one 
child is an Effort- or Flow-Source. 
20 page. 
25 
35 Quasi-Clusters 
An extension to the clustering concept referred to as 
“quasi-clusters” is proposed. but has not been fully +le- 
mented in the first version of the FPMM. True serial and 
parallel clusters have quasi-cluster counterparts. 
40 Quasi-Parallel (Q.P) Clusters 
Quasi-Parallel clusters (Q.P-Clusters) differ from true 
P-Clusters in  that one or more of the child clusters will 
always be a Quasi-Serial Cluster (QS-Cluster), described in 
the next section. Q.P-Clusters also require Circuit objects to 
45 describe their internal flows whereas the flow internal to a 
P-Cluster can be described by the loops implicit for all 
pairings of the P-Cluster’s children. However. a Q.P-Cluster 
may still be treated as a network component. since it has 
exactly two connections to the external environment. 
50 Internally, it consists of a set of Q.S-Clusters. which are the 
connections between the two p o r t s  of the Q.P-Cluster, and a 
set of internal Circuit objects. The circuits internal to a 
Q.P-Cluster each indicate a flow path that is strictly internal 
to the Q.P-Cluster whereas a Q.S-Cluster indicates a path of 
55 flow between the Q.P-Cluster’s 2 ports and out into the 
external network The use of Q.P-Clusters will extend the 
size and kinds of topologies that can be handled before 
combinatorial explosion becomes a problem of storage 
and/or performance. The internal organization of a Q.P- 
60 Cluster into a set of circuits and a set of QS-Clusters is 
shown in FIG. 10 below. The 2-port In-Line-Nodes (atomic 
or Q.P-, S-, or P-Clusters) appear as edges between the 
junctions (ovals) in the diagrm Note that even for th is  
simple sub graph (a Wheatstone Bridge). the number (7) of 
65 objects needed to describe it is approaching the number (9) 
of original “elemental” objects (junctions and In-Line- 
Nudes). 
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The Q.P-Cluster may form hierarchies, but there is in Circuit objects are used to describe paths of flow that are 
general no strict alternation between Q.S and Q.P clusters in strictly internal to the Q.P-Cluster. A quasi-serial cluster 
the hierarchy as is the case for SP hierarchies. While (Q.S-Cluster), recurds a sequence of path elements. as do 
Q.S-Clusters never have other Q.S-Qusters as children, A both true S-Clusters and Circuits. Q.S-Clusters differ from 
Q.P-Cluster may have other Q.P-Clusters as children. 5 S-Clusters. however in that a Q.S-Cluster cannot be treated 
Implementation Note: as a component. A Q.S-Cluster is a series that always 
The C O ~ G 3 D e m o - ~ ~ f i d  implementation uses Q-p- contains at least one node of degree>2 between the first and 
Clusters in a trivial way Ody. A model’s flow do- Points last nodes in the s d e s  whereas a m e  S-Cluster’s series 
to a list of top-level clusters. each of which may be either a contains only degree 2 nodes except for the fist and last. In 
true hierarchical S or P cluster, or A.P-Cluster with a list of this respect, ~ - s - c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  to Circuits, which may 
Circuit objects stored in the Circuits slot. There are no lower also rids of degree>2, Liu and Farley refer to 
level Q.P- or Q.S-Clustas at which i n  general are nodes of degree>2 as ‘Yan-out” nodes. These are semanti- 
gies. Since all flows MUST be internal to a toplevel cluster Because of the presence of fan-wt no&s in a Q.S-Cluster’s 
of any sort (no flows are allowed to leave the System) there 15 series, Kirchoffs law of current and its analogs cannot be 
can be no flow ‘%rough” a top-level cluster. Since describ- for 
ing such through-flows is the only Purpose of Q.s-Clusters* 
there was no need to implement them in the demo built. 
Resistive Elements 
“In-Line-Node”. indicating an element that has exactly two 
may pass. The class of fundamental resistive elements is 
In-Line-Atom. a subclass of In-Line-Node as shown in the 
partial reproduction of the LISP class definition below: 
required only to more efficiently system toPolo- cally identical to objects of class Junction in WMM. 
the current flow) is not 
elements on either side of a fan-out no& in the series. 
Open Issues 
A procedure has been implemented for detecting a Q.P- 
SP-Qustering implementation. Integration will probably 
clustering.) 
The ‘lass Of all resistive is currently named 20 Cluster in a network, but has not been integrated with the 
connections to the external environment through which result in alternating calls to Sp-Clusters and Quasi- 
Representation of 
Directions of flow. effort, and Orientation are assigned 
values from sets of qualitative values. each stored in a 
F ~ M M  global ne intersection of these three 
attribute sets are the set of global variables Left, Right, and 
30 None. The values of these three variables default to the 
symbols of the same name in the “stand-alone” mode of 
FPMM used for testing, but each of them contain a value 
object for the CONFIG Qualitative-variable-Value-vpe 
Direction on integration with CONFIG. The interface to 
35 CONFIG is subsequently described in more detail. The 
Effort-Direction attribute may have the additional value of 
Ambiguous, and the Orientation athibute may have the 
additional value of Impasse. These latter two direction 
values are not CONFIG variable types because they are 
hidden from CONFIG and its users. 
Right 
port of the node to the fight port. 
25 Qualitative Direction Values 
(defclass In-Line-Node m - N c d e )  
(Parents:TYPE(SET (OR Cluster Circuit-Child- 
(LekTYPE FPMM-Node) 
(Right :mE FPMM-Node) 
(Flows-Left:TYPE (SET Flow-Link)) 
(Flows-Right:TYPE (Set Flow-Link) 
(Flow-Decided?:TYPE (OR T NIL)) 
(Pass-PTYPE:TYF’E C0NFIG::Boolean-m) 
(Flow-Dir:mE CONFIG: :Direction) 
(Effort-Input :TYPE CONFIG:Effort-Value) 
(0rientation:TYPE C0NFIG::Direction)) 
Envelope)) 
The attributes Of an h-Line-Node can be into F a  any In-Lhe-Node, including aggregates, a value of two major categories: those hidden from direct examination 
or use by CONFIG by the user. and those that are visible. 
The purpose of the attributes hidden to CONFIG are as 
follows: 
Parents-&& instance of In-Line-Node has a Parents slot toward the Right-most (i.e., last) child node. 
Part-Link Data Structures and Relative Directionality that stores either a Part-Link or a Circuit-Child Envelope. 
Since there is more to the relationship between clusters or both of which are intermediate objects pointing to one or more aggregate objects that are considered to be the circuits and their children than the mere of the 
parent-child relationship. simply maintaining lists of chil- parent(s) of the node. These aggregate objects are created 50 
by the aggregation procedures Of FPMM-Gen‘ These dren in the parent objects cross-referenced with the parents 
procedures and Part-Links are described subsequently in in the child will not Instead the and 
Parents slots maintain lists of Part-Links. which are inter- this document. Circuit-Child-Envelopes are described in Part II of this document and handle additional complexi- mediate data structures that store additional infonaation ties associated with a no& that is simultaneously on many 55 the parent-child relationships. The basic part- 
Link is defined as follows: paths of flow. Left and Right-Each resistive element has a Left and a 
Right port pointing to the elements adjacent to that 
exactly degree 2. The direction, or sign, of flow-related 60 
values is directly tied to these ports. A flow-direction or 
orientation value of “Right” indicates flow into the Left 
port and out of the Right port. A flow from Right to Left 
indicates the opposite. 
Quasi-Serial (QS) Clusters 
Q.S-Clusters are proposed to describe paths of flow 
through a higher-level Q.P cluster “parent”. In contrast, 
implies a direction of traversal from the Left 
In circuit objects, a value of Right is the direction of 
45 travasal from the Left-most (i.e., first) child node in the list 
of 
element. A resistive element is therefore always a no& of (defclass Part-Link ( ) 
((Parent:= Clusta) 
(ChildTYF’E In-Line-Node) 
(PortTYPE (OR Left Right))) 
65 The structure is more complex than this for the subclass of 
Part-Link used to describe the relationship of an In-Line 
Node whose parent happens to be a Circuit instead of a 
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cluster. This class. Circuit-Part-Link. is described in Part II 
of this document. The basic slots of all Part-Links are as 
follows: 
Child and Parent 
attributes for atomic nodes in CONFIG devices. the sense of 
example. CONFIG processes may interpret the effort-input 
(qualitativepotential) value as a determinant of rates of fluid 
flow which in turn may be used to compute process effect 
delays for incrementing fluid mass or level in a container. 
Since the Purpose of al l  %gregateS is CoVUtation Offlow s Such processes are qualitatively accurate only for relatively 
simple caSeS in which there are few SOUTCeS of flow. me 
in an relative to each child must be processes would often be inaccurate for net.works containing 
Antained. Every aggregate, therefore. rather than directly multiple Sources and sinks dynamically being opened and storing pointers to the child nodes. instead stores Part-Link flow calcu- 
objects in their Children slots. Each Part-Link contains a 1o lus., module would, like FpMM, construct representations of 
slot, described previously, that points to the Part-Link 
directly if the parent is a true cluster. If the parent is a 
Circuit. the In-Line-Node’s Parents slot points instead to 
another intermediate object called a Circuit-Child-Envelope 15 Flow Domains 
which in turn points to a Circuit-Part-Link. Each instance of the class Flow-Domain stores the struc- 
Port tures created by FPMM-Gen to describe the flow of a single 
In addition, each Part-Link contains a Port slot storing one type of substance however the user chooses to define a 
of the symbols Left or Right. The Port slot indicates the Port substance .’type”. The objects are stored in a list in the 
of the child node that must be entered to traverse from Left 20 clusters slot of the Flow-DoAn object. Each cluster rep- 
to fight through the children of the aggregate. For example. resents a strongly-connected component of the flow net- 
a VdUe Of Left indicates that traversing from left to Right work‘s topology. The term “strongly-connected component” 
ulrough the aggregate requires moving from the left port to as used here refers to an undirected graph in which. for each 
right port in the child node. A Port value of Right indicates node, every other node is reachable by at least two paths that 
a reversal Of this sense. A portion of the s-P circuit diagram 25 share no nodes in common. 
previously referred to is repeated in FIG. EM, but with the Each C O m G  model contains a now-Do&s slot for 
Part-finks included to show how relative directions are storing a fist of domains because, in general, a C O m G  
determined by the relationships between Parent, child. and model may require multiple flow domains to be represented 
part-links. Note that whatever direction the parent has is the such as, for example. an electricd domain and a fluid 
same for the child if the Part-Link’s Port attribute is Left, 30 domain. 
and that the child-relative direction is inverted if the port is For each Flow-Domain. a Domain-Power-Junction, 
Right. which is simply an instance of the FPMM class Junction. is 
A specid subclass Of Part-Link is used for circuit chil- defined. These special hidden junctions are used to represent 
&en. This Class Stores information that prevents the prolif- the t rmdss ion  of power between the system and the 
fTatiOn Of flow tokens in COmpUtatiOn Of flow prO@eS in 35 environment. The use of domain power junctions in the 
circuits. This is discussed further below. connections made to Storage-VCs is explained in the next 
closed during a such a 
‘lot pointing to the child node and a parent ’lot global to the modeled system, and would use 
pointing to the Each child node contains a informaton from both C O m G  FpMM. Alternatively, 
it might be possible to simply extend the capabilities of the 
current CoNFIG-~ow-C1asses 
Implementation Note: section. 
A macro Relative-Direction is provided in FPMM- Implementation  NO^: 
Genfisp, which converts child directions to parent-relative In the CONFIG3_Demo_Build implementation the 
directions, and vice-versa. 40 CONFIG-Flow-Classes module and associated UI 
Flow-Computation Tokens functionality, are not fully equipped to handle the construc- 
FPMM-Gen defines the data structures used as tokens for tion of multiple flow-dokn representations. The ms 
recording the various influences of flow on a given In-Line- model constructed for integation testing had only a single 
Node. The root class of these tokens is called now-Link. flow domain, 
CONFIG Variable-Clusters and FPMM Objects 
There may be many tokens for flow added to and deleted 45 
Dual C O N F I G m M  Class Inheritance 
from the Flows-Left and/or Flows-Right slots of an In-Line- 
Node as circuits are completed or broken and as the efforts 
and orientations of other elements in the network change. To The region in the class hiaarchy where objects share a 
minimize garbage accumulation, deleted tokens are placed common inheritance from the CONFIG class Variable- 
in a resource pool and reused as needed during a C O m G  50 clusters and FPMM path element classes is shown in the 
simulation. diagram of FIG. 3A. The CONFIG classes shown provide 
Because the class hierarchy and data structure &signs are only semantic distinctions among the instantiable Classes 
bound closely with the flow computation procedures, further shown; all attributes visible to the user and user processes 
descriptions of these data structures are given below in the are inherited from the FF‘MM path element classes and have 
section “Simulation Time Operations”. 
A user of CONFIG may define subclasses for any of the 
extensible classes in the diagram and add new state variables 
to the subclasses. These additional variables m y  be used to 
contain information indirectly related to flow. such as the 
60 impurity content or phase of a fluid that is propagated by 
flow from one device to another. Unlike the attributes 
directly related to flow defined in FPMM. such indirect flow 
attributes may be defined for Variable-Clusters subclasses 
inheriting from Junctions as well as those inheriting from 
65 In-Line-Nodes. Properly updating these variables would 
require reference to the direct flow-related attributes by 
device processes defined in CONFIG. 
55 been previously described. 
Implementation Note: 
The macro Declare-Link-Resource (&fined in FPMM- 
Gen.Lisp) and associated functions are used for resource 
management of flow tokens. 
Interface to CONFIG Behavior-Modeling Mechanisms 
The CONFIG sub module. in file CONFIG-Flow- 
Classes.Lisp, defines objects and classes shared by FPMM 
and CONFIG. These objects are the input and output of 
FFMM-Ops flow computations. 
Design Note: 
An additional module for doing qualitative integral and 
differential computations on flow data may be desirable. For 
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Description of Flow-Related Variable Cluster 
Classes 
The CONFIG semantics of the CONFIG superclasses are 
as follows: 
Flow-VC-The class of all VariableClusters that are also 
elements in the flow-path representations constructed and 
managed by FPMM. 
Junction-VC-The class of all Variable-Clusters that are 
nodes that may be of degree>2 from the FPMM perspective. 
The FPMM class Junction was described previously. 
Internal-Flow-VC-The class of all Flow-VCs that are 
internal to devices from the perspective of CONFIG as 
opposed to &vice port variable clusters. which are the points 
of connection between devices. 
Flow-State-VC-The class of a l l  Flow-VCs that are 
FPMM In-Line-Nodes (Le.. degree 2 nodes). The flow state 
variables of a device are stored in instances of these variable 
clusters. All the FPMM attributes are recognized by CON- 
FIG as device state variables. The process of updating these 
variables are the only way that CONFIG and FPMM interact 
during a simulation. Due to the importance of Flow-State- 
VCs in the simulation-time integration of CONFIG with 
FPMM. these interactions are more fully descsibed in a 
subsequent section. entitled "Protocol for Accessing Flow- 
Related Attributes." 
Flow-Port-VC-The class of Junction-VCs that are also 
CONFIG port variable clusters. FPm In-be-Nodes are 
never port variable clusters. Since the flow-related ath-ibutes 
such as qualitative potential are always properties internal to 
a device, they are not needed in port variable clusters. AU 
instances of Flow-Port-VCs in a device instance will be 
connected to one or more Flow-Port-VCs in other devices. 
In general. any given Flow-Port-VC should be connected via 
a device relation to only one other Flow-Port-VC. The 
graphical appearance of the connections in the CONFIG 
digraph display can be highly misleading otherwise. Since 
Flow-Port-VCs will often be connected to only one internal 
node. Flow-Port-VCs will tend to be of degree 2, and are 
therefore extraneous from the standpoint of FPMM. All 
extraneous junctions are removed and their connections are 
merged with the remaining junctions by FPMM prior to 
clustering. This process does not affect the connectivity as 
viewed from the CONFIG perspective. since the CONFIG 
device relations between ports are never disturbed. 
Internal-Junction-VC-This is intended for inclusion in 
device definitions in cases where a device has more than one 
internal Flow-State-VC and they are connected to the device 
ports in such a way that an internal junction is required. The 
term "VC" is something of a misnomer. even though it 
inherits from that class. This class is strictly to provide 
connectivity and no subclasses should ever be defined for it 
by the user. 
Implementation Note: 
The only reason why 
Internal-Junction-VC is defined as a variable cluster is so 
that the existing CONFIG3-Demo-Build user interface for 
adding variable clusters to a device definition may be used 
for these objects. In Build3. this should be changed to a 
non-VC object. Since some models will have multiple 
flow-domains, each such internal junction should also be 
labeled with a specific flow-domain so that illegal inter- 
domain connections cannot be made accidentally by the 
Storage-VC-The class of all Flow-State-VCs for which 
user. 
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environmental power junction. The user connects only the 
left port of Storage-VCs to other variable clusters in a 
device. This class allows one-port storage containers to be 
represented in a model. The implicit power transfer to the 
5 environment occurring. for example. during liquid flow into 
an open container, is represented by ''virtual'' circuits that 
include the domain junction. From the perspective of 
FPMM, there is no merence between Storage-VCs and 
in-Line-Nodes. The connectivity appears merent only from 
Effort-VC-The class of Flow-State-VCs that are effort- 
sources in the bond graph sense. These variable clusters 
must be included in the definitions of devices such as pumps 
and batteries. 
Flow-Source-VC-The class of Flow-State-VCs that are 
flow-sources in the bond graph sense. These variable clus- 
ters must be included in the definition of such devices as an 
electrical current supply. 
moa-Storage-VC-Instances of t h i s  class are equivalent 
*O to a pair consisting of an Effort-VC and a passive Storage 
VC connected in series. This class is defined to avoid the 
redundancy of athtbutes in the equivalent pair of nodes. 
Flow-Controlling-Storage-VC-Instances of this class 
are equivalent to a pair consisting of a Flow-Source-VC and 
25 a passive Storage-VC connected in series. This class is 
defined to avoid the redundancy of attributes in the equiva- 
lent pair of nodes. 
io the perspective of CONFIG. 
15 
Implementation Note: 
In the CONFIG3-Demo3h1ild implementation. there is 
also a definition object for each Variable-Clusters subclass. 
This is needed for that version of CONFIG in order for the 
user to extend the class hierarchy. The concept of definition 
object will be merged with the CLOS user-extensible class 
35 definitions themselves in Build 3 so that the parallel sets of 
objects can be dispensed with. 
30 
Implementation Note: 
In the CONFIG3_Demo_Build implementation, no 
checking is done by the User Interface functions to ensure 
that multiple connections are not added to Map-Nodes that 
map to device variable clusters inheriting from FPMM 
In-Line-Nodes. Map-Nodes and Flow-Maps are described 
subsequently. 
Junction-Devices 
A special class named Junction-Device is also defined. 
This pseudo-device contains a single VC slot which can be 
set to take any VC inheriting from Flow-Port-VC. Unlike 
true CONFIG devices, the class of the VC can be determined 
on instantiation of a Junction-Device. so the user does not 
50 have to define any subclasses of Junction Device. The 
purpose of a junction device is to permit junctions external 
to any true device to be added to a mo&l. The Flow-Port-VC 
in a Junction-Device may be connected via Device- 
Relations to true devices or to other Junction-Devices. 
Conversion of CONFIG Models to FPMM Graph Rep- 
Each &vice class defined by the user has a Flow-Map, a 
Digraph object similar to the CONFIG device Mode- 
Transition-Digraph (MTD). For each of the Variable-Cluster 
60 slots defined for a device that is specified as containing a VC 
inheriting from an FPMM class, a corresponding Map-Node 
is inserted into the Flow-Map. The user must connect these 
Map-Nodes together to & h e  the internal connections of the 
device that carry flow when an instance of the device is 
There are only two classes of map-nodes, the Flow-State- 
45 
55 
resentation 
65 connected into a model by flow relations. 
the Right port is automatically connected to the flow-domain VC-MapNode. and the Junction-VC-Map-Node classes. 
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The former inherits from the FPMM class In-Line-Node and 
the latter from the FPMM class Junction. Each variable 
cluster in  a device definition inheriting from the FPMM 
class In-Line-Node (and therefore the CONFIG class Flow- 
State-VC) is associated with a unique instance of a Flow- 
State-VC-Map-Node. Each variable cluster in a device defi- 
nition inheriting from the FPMM class Junction (and 
therefore, from the CONmG class Junction-VC) is associ- 
ated with a unique instance of a Junction-VC-MapNode in 
the device class Flow-Map. The association of the Map 
Node to the variable cluster is made by a MapNode slot. 
Mapped-VC-Slot so that when the LISP form: 
(funcall (Mappad-VCSlot mapnode) device) 
is evaluated. the instance of the variable-cluster cmespond- 
ing to map-node in device will be returned. Each time the 
FPMM-Gen sub module is called to construct the graph of 
flow for the modeled system, the first step is to establish the 
internal device variable-cluster connections for each device. 
For every two pairs of a map-nodes: {Map-Nodel, Map 
Node2). If there is a connection between the map nodes. a 
connection will be made between the two corresponding 
variable-cluster instances referenced in the Mapped-VC- 
Slot of the Map-Nodes. The FPMM indicates connectivity 
for Junctions in a different manner than for In-Line-Nodes. 
Associating the variable-cluster with a Map-Node inheriting 
from the same FPMM class as itself ensures that the correct 
connection method will be used. 
When a model is completed, the CONFIG-Flow-Classes 
combines adjacency information from external device con- 
nections indicated by CONFIG Device-Relations connect- 
ing devices with the information on internal connectivity 
created by reference to the class allocated device flow-maps. 
This produces the complete digraph representation of the 
modeled system used by FPMM. 
FPMM-Gen expects no junctions to be adjacent to each 
other, while CONFIG modeling requires connections 
between the Flow-Port-VCs, which are FPMM Junctions. of 
two &vices. Therefore, part of the conversion process 
performed by this module is the removal of one in each pair 
of adjacent junctions and merging the adjacent nodes of the 
remaining junction with the nodes adjacent to the removed 
junction. 
The representations used by FPMM make no reference to 
CONmG concepts of devices and relations. 
Qualitative Value m e s  
Direction Value Types 
The CONFIG-Flow-Classes module defines the 
Qualitative-Variable-Value-Types “Direction” and sets a 
global variable in the FPMM module to each of the value 
objects in the value set of type Direction. The FPMM 
variables are Right, Left, None. Ambiguous. and Impasse. 
The CONFIG value objects stored in them have the same 
print-name as the print-name of the associated FPMM 
global. For example. the print-name of the value object in  
the FPMM global variable Left has the print-name ‘’Left,’’ 
which will appear in any CONmG process statements 
referencing th is  value. This correspondence of print-names 
facilitates consistency of the semantics used in the FPMM 
with the semantics of process statements written by the 
CONFIG user. The Direction value set is the union of all 
direction values of the FPMM flow attributes Effort-Dir. 
30 
from the set of values stored in the global variables named 
Left, Right, and None. The interface module between 
FPMM and CONFIG proper sets each of these globals to a 
different instance from the value set of Direction, a CONFIG 
5 Qualitative-Variable-Value-Type defined in the interface 
module. 
The value of mort-Dir corresponds to the sign of the 
Effort-Value in the mort-Source-Atom and Flow-Source 
classes. In other words. an mort-Dir value of Right may be 
10 thought indicating a “+” sign on the Effort-Value and a value 
of Left to a “-” sign. An Effort-Dir of None appears only 
with an Effort-Value of Zero. Similarly. the Flow-Dir cor- 
responds to the sign of the mort-Input, which is the current 
FPMM name for qualitative potential across a resistance in 
The Q>> Function and Order of Magnitude in Effort- 
The CONFIG-Flow-Classes module defines the Effort- 
Value Qualitative-Variable-Value-Type with a value set con- 
20 sisting of seven (7) values that are. in order of increasing 
numeric value. named Zero. Lowl. Mediuml, Highl. Low2. 
Mediud ,  and High2. The FPMM global variable Zero is set 
to the Zero mort-Value object by the CONFIG-Flow- 
Classes module. The Zero Wort-Value object is defined so 
25 that the object’s print-name as it appears in CONFIG 
process statements will also be “Zero”. 
15 resistive nodes. 
Values 
Implementation Note: 
For system having multiple flow domains, each flow- 
domain will have its own set of effort value objects. In the 
u, demo build. there is only one flow-domain. The FPMM-Ops 
module should be extended so that, whenever an event 
occurs during simulations that requires FPMM 
computations. the FPMM global variable Zero should be set 
to point to the Zero value object for the particular domain 
The value set of the Effort-Value value type is partitioned 
into two separate lists of High-Magnitudes and Low- 
Magnitudes. Values from Zao to Highl are in  the Low- 
Magnitude list and values Low2 through High2 are on the 
High-Magnitude list. The FPMM module has no direct 
access to th is  list. Instead, a method is defined for the FPMM 
generic function. Q>>, which returns true only when the first 
argument to the function is in the High-Magnitude list and 
the second is in the Low-Magnitude list. A default Q>> 
45 method is defined so that all values are greater than Zero. 
which is also the name of an FPMM global variable which 
is set to contain the CONFIG Zero value object. 
35 affected before computations proceed. 
Design Note: 
The ament implementation provides no mechanism for 
50 user-defined effort-values and magnitude sets. This is pi- 
m d y  a user-interface issue because the FPMM requires no 
direct knowledge of the nature of the Effort-Values. It 
requires a definition only of the Q>> methods for value 
objects. The user should be allowed to define any number of 
55 effort-value sets for diEering flow domains and to partition 
any such value set into magnitude subsets for use with the 
Q;> function. 
Frotocol for Accessing Flow-Related Attributes 
CONFIG users and user-processes are intended to have ,~ 
Flow-Dir, and Orientation. Each value is in the Value-Set of OU read-dte access to some V-ble-Clus~ flow-amibutes, 
the CONFIG Qualitative-Vdable-Value-Type named and read-only amess to others. The table below shows the 
“Direction”. The user is not allowed to modify these defi- access protocol, where 
R indicates CONFIG processes may reference these vari- nitions. 
mort Value Types and Magnitudes able in invocations but are not allowed to set their 
The FPMM-Ops sub module computes qualitative effort values in process effect statements. 
values. The FPMM Effort-Dir attribute, is assigned a value WW indicates that CONFIG processes may both read and 
65 
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write the value of the variable. hierarchies, so create a Q.P-Cluster and push it onto the 
Top-Clusters list of the domain. 
It is used to store all circuit objects created below. Create 
an empty list of In-Line-Nodes (ILNs) that are either A l T R t B m  ACCESS 
Effort-Du RIW 
Effort-Value RIW 
orientation 
PaSS-P RIW 
Flow-Dir R list 
Effort-Input R 
5 In-Line-Atoms or true clusters created in step (2). 
(4) Until the copied list of junctions is empty 
RIW Repeat 
For each Junction, J. in the copied Domain junction 
For each ILN adjacent to J 
Call Procedure Build-Circuits 
Add the circuits to the Circuits slot of the Q.P 
Push the ILN onto the list of origins. 
10 
Setting of an RIW variable by CONFIG initiates FPMM 
computations whose output are the R variables in Flow- 
State-VCs. 
Cluster. 
Implementation Note: 
This protocol was adhered to in the modeling of the 
Thermal Bus System model created in the CONFIG3- 
DemoBuild. but is not enforced by the User Interface or 
the CONFIG3-Flow-Classes sub module. The latter is most 
likely the best location to implement the access protocol 2o 
because some AROUND methods on the accessors for the 
various read-only attributes can be put in place to trap 
attempts by either the User Or a user process to Set a 
read-only attribute. 
Procedures for Generating Topological Representations 
deleted from it in such a way that the flow topology has 
changed and each time the internal Flow-Map is modified 
for a device class for which instances exist in a model. a 
representational objects are discarded. This approach is 
15 (5) For each JLN in the Domain's list of Atomic-Nodes 
that does not have a parent cluster or circuit call the 
Procedure Build-Simple-Circuit. This is done for the 
simple case of a circuit consisting of ILNs with no 
junctions. Any ILN not assigned a parent cluster or 
in steps (2) and (4) must be in such a simple, 
junction less circuit. 
a non-trivial implementdon of Q.P-Qusters is done, 
this procedure will be changed radically. Creation of quasi- 
be an alternating process 
because, as non-SP aggregates are reduced to single nodes, 
~~~i~~ N ~ ~ :  
25 clusters and m e  sp-clusws 
Each h e  a Device-Relation is added to a model Or 
SP clustehg may be 
Procedure cluster 
The procedure here is based on finding a base-path 
which are never the same jundon. This pair of junaions is 
completely new set of clusters is created and 
much simpler to implement than incrementally changing an 
existing representation although more garbage is generated 
existing 30 between two junctions, an <origim and a <destination>, 
selected arbitrarily from the list of junctions for the flow- 
do-. During the path traversal, S-f'lusters are created as 
they are found. The initial S-Clusters are series of In-Line- Implementation Note: 
In the CONFIG3-DemoBuild implementation, valida- The procedure creates a two-dimensiond may. where the 
a model's flow-network consists of a set of strongly- is a cluster or In-LineAtom connecting the j-th 
connected components (i.e.. sub graphs in which every node junction in the base-path list and k-th junction. Every cell is reachable from every other node by at least two paths with 4o (j. j+l) is initialized with the In-Line-Node that is adjacent 
to both junctions on the base path (there may be more than no nodes i n  common except the origin and destination. 
one ILN adjacent to a given pair of junctions, but only one 
such ILN be on the base path). In effect, the I n - ~ n e  
Nodes are treated as the edges junctions. The 
call to cluster. and my be a p-cluster 
or an S-Cluster created by the recursive call. 
Repeated passes are made. through the array with increas- 
ingly large differences in the j and k indices. on each 
to cluster followed by a call 
if a p-cluster can be created 
between the jth and krh junction due to earlier clustering 
iterations with smaller kj intervals. For each index h, j<h<k. 
S-Combine attempts to merge P-Clusters and/or 
S-Clusters created from earlier recursive calls to Cluster 
andor In-Line-Atoms at cell locations 0, h) and (h. k) into 
a single S-clusters between (j, k). An S-cluster can be 
chosen from the current junction list as arguments. 60 created whenever junction h has been reduced to degree 2 by 
the earlier clustering. When more than one S-Cluster with 
indices (j. k) can be created from the cal ls  to S-Combine. 
there is a P-Cluster between j and k. If cell (j, k) already 
contains a P-Cluster created on a recursive call to Cluster, 
65 the new S-Clusters are added to its list of children. If cell u. 
k) contains an S-Cluster or In-Line-Atom. a new P-Cluster 
is created and stored in cell (j, k). 
The aggregation procedures are summarized below. 
35 Nodes not separated by any junctions. 
tion procedures are implemented to that index pair. (j, k) references an i&idy empty cell in which 
IMPLEMENTKITON NOTE: 
The CONFIG3-Demo-Build version calls the network- 
aggregation functions each time any device or relation is 
added Or &Ieted from the 
set of conditions described above should not require a large 
expenditure of time to implement. 
The more discriminating 45 contents of each cell (j* k) is then replaced by a cluster 
by a 
Procedure Cluster-Domain 
This procedure is defined in the CONFIG-Flow-Classes 
module. In this procedure, junctions are treated as the nodes 50 itemtion making a 
and nodes in the FPMM class In-Line-Node are treated as to an procedure p-co&ine, 
edges connecting the junctions, and does the following, for 
the Flow-Domain that is an argument to the procedure: 
p-codhe 
Procedure steps: 
(1) fha te  a cop)' of the list of F l O w - D O ~  junctions for 55 P-Combine calls S-Codine. 
destructive modification by the procedures called. 
(2) Repeat until all junctions have been removed destruc- 
tively from copied list of junctions 
cd Procedure cluster with two junctions arbitrarily 
If the procedure returns a P-Cluster object, push it on 
the list in the Top-Clusters slot of the domain. 
The procedure returns NIL if no P-Cluster can be 
constructed with the two junctions as input and 
output parts. 
(3) If the copied junction list is not empty, then some sub 
graphs of the flow-network are not reducible to SP 
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The Left port of a new P-Cluster at cell (j, k) is initialized 
with junction (j) and the Right port is initialized with 
junction (k). 
Whenever P-Combine creates a new P-Cluster between 
junctions j and k, the degree of both junctions is reduced by 
the number of children added to the P-Cluster. The reduction 
in the number of nodes adjacent to a junction will then allow 
further S-Clusters to be created whenever the degree of the 
junction is reduced to 2. 
When Procedure Cluster can create a P-Cluster or 
S-Cluster between the zero-th and last junction in the 
base-path, that is returned to the calling function. If no 
cluster can be created. N E  is returned, indicating that there 
is no way to create a true cluster between the origin and 
destination nodes that were the arguments to the procedure. 
Design Note: 
This clustering technique differs from the approach taken 
by Liu in that the procedure employed by Liu is not based 
on path construction. Liu’s procedure is based on making 
repeated passes through the list of all junctions in the graph, 
removing those that can been subsumed by an S- or 
P-Cluster. Path construction was made the basis for S-P 
clustering for two reasons. First. path construction is nec- 
essary for building Circuit objects and this procedure allows 
re-use of the same path-construction functions. Second. an 
earlier conception of quasi-clustering also required path- 
construction. and the procedure was initially designed to 
create both P-Clusters and Q.P-Clusters. It was found, 
however. that the earlier quasi-cluster representations did 
not contain sufficient information to do flow computations 
and was abandoned. However, the newer conception of 
quasi-clustering, which is given subsequently. is not based 
on path construction, must be interleaved with 
SP-clustering, and share some similarities with Liu’s 
approach. 
If the new quasi-clustering technique is at some point 
incorporated into FPMM. the non-path-based SP-clustering 
employed by Liu should probably replace the current 
approach for better integration with quasi-clustering. 
Procedure Quasi-Cluster 
Assuming that the connectivity of a model is complete. if 
there are junctions in the model that Procedure Cluster has 
not reduced to degree 2. then there must be at least one 
Q.P-Cluster in the topology of the model. This procedure 
operates on the set of system junctions that has not been 
reduced to degree 2. The terminology used in the description 
of the procedure is given below. 
Implementation Note: 
Quasi-clustering is not implemented in the CONFIG3- 
Demo Build-except in a trivial way-as a receptacle for the 
circuits created for all nodes that could not be assigned to 
true S- or P-Clusters. Q.S-Clusters are not implemented at 
all. This procedure should provide the basis for the creating 
quasi-clusters that serve a non-trivial function in  the repre- 
sentation of a flow network in future versions of CONFIG. 
This would be needed only if there are practical modeling 
tasks of interest to a CONFIG user that would be intractable 
without quasi-clusters. 
Tenninology: 
Node-Junctions are treated here as nodes while In-Line 
Nodes are treated as the edges between adjacent junctions. 
AdjacentAe term adjacency here refers to a pair of 
junctions for which there is an In-Line-No& that has one of 
the pair in its Left slot and the other in its Right slot. 
External Node-Any junction not in a given Q.P-Cluster 
is external to it. 
Port-A port is defined here as a junction that is internal 
to a Q.P-Cluster but that is adjacent to a single junction 
34 
external to the cluster. A port no& must be adjacent to at 
least two other junctions within the Q.P-Cluster. 
Internal Node-Any node in a Q.P-Cluster not adjacent to 
any external node. 
Cluster-Set-The union of the (always disjoint) Port set 
and Internal sets of a Q.P-Cluster. 
A network that is reducible to a collection of nested 
Q.P-Clusten is shown in FIG. 124. This network was the 
most complex test case of the prototype implementation of 
the quasi-clustering procedure. The top level network itself 
is reducible to the two equivalent Simple-Circuits of two 
nodes each as shown in the diagram. The network repre- 
sentation on the right shows the In-Line-Atoms labeled 1-5 
and 4-8 connected by the two Q.P-Clusters A and B repre- 
sented as edges while the one on the left shows clusters A 
l5 and B as nodes connected by the two In-Line-Atoms as 
edges. The original network representation before decom- 
position by the clustering procedure and as viewed by that 
procedure is the one at the left with the expansions of the 
lower-level aggregates C and D. In this diagram. any edge 
between a pair of junctions (j. k) is an atomic no& or cluster 
implicitly labeled jk 
This procedure takes one junction, referred to as the 
“seed” for a quasi-cluster, chosen from the flow network at 
random and builds the Q.P-Cluster by a breadth-first search. 
25 The object is to partition junctions into a set of 2 port nodes 
and set of two or more nodes considered to be internal. 
When more than 2 hypothetical port nodes are found. further 
clustering must be done to reduce the port set to 2. 
Steps: 
10 
30 (1) If all but one of the junctions adjacent to the seed are also 
adjacent to one other junction in the seed’s adjacency list 
Then 
those junctions satisfying that condition are placed on the 
Internal list. and the single no& not satisfying the 
condition is paired with the seed node on an External/ 
Port list, with the seed being considered the port. 
35 
Else 
The seed is placed on the list of internal nodes. 
(2) For each node <internab in the Internal list. If <internal> 
is adjacent to exactly 1 node, <extern>, not in the intemal- 
set 
If <extern> is not adjacent to any other nodes in the 
internal-set except <internab 
add the pair (<extern><intern>) to the ExternPort set 
45 and delete <intern> from the Internal-Set. 
Else 
Else If <internal> is adjacent only 1 node, <internalb in 
Put <extern> in Internal-Set. 
so the Cluster-Set 
Then 
Delete <internal> and <internal2> from the Internal- 
Set. and add the pair (dnternal>&ternal2>) to 
the ExternPort set. <internab is now considered 
to be external to the cluster. 
(3) If there are only 2 ports found i n  Step (2). 
55 
Then the cluster is complete. 
A recursive call to Quasi-Cluster is ma& to determine 
if further subclusters exist within the new cluster. A 
node may be moved from the internal set to the port 
set, but no node is ever moved in the reverse 
direction. and no node, once in the cluster-set is ever 
considered external. 
Else the cluster is incomplete. since a component must 
have exactly 2 connections to the external network. so: 
Recursive calls are made to Quasi-Cluster for each 
<extern> node in the Extern/port set until the number 
60 
65 
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of ports is reduced to 2. Lower-level calls may cause 
either completely new clusters to be created or merge 
new nodes with the ports and internal-set of higher 
level calls. 
The nodes and clusters that have undergone a change in 
either of the two flow-link token slots are added to a list of 
*Affected-Nodes* and the Flow-Decided? attribute of the 
node is set to NILThe use of t h i s  attribute is described in the 
Design Note: 5 section on Phase II operations. 
This procedure. Which is only summarized here, can be m e n  the event associated with the origin no& is a 
shown to be correct in that it always returns valid clusters &ange in rnort-value, all ,.hildsen of active clusters antes- 
with exactly two connections external to the cluster. kal to the node of adve of 
which the origin node is a child are added to the list of However. it is not yet complete because: (1) it will not cluster the entire flow network, although 10 *Affected-No&s*. An aggregate object is active if flow can 
reach from one of its two to the other. No Flow-Links 
are added when the event is a change in Effort-Value. 
those nodes and clusters on the *Affected-Nodes* list cre- 
forward when there is only a single effort-source in a 
clusters external to the initial cluster are sometimes 
found inadvertently; 
(2) quasi-clustering sub gaphs Of the ‘Ow- In Phase n, the Flow-Dir and Effort-Value are set for only 
occuT‘ To be Praaica17 the procedure Illust 15 ated in Phase L me phase II computations me often straight- 
to nodes that can perfit further true sp 
therefore be integrated with true SP-clustering. 
only then should circuit objects be constructed to 
t3) Once it is kIlown that no more is possible‘ 
repesent flows internal to the quasi-parael clusters 
and Q.S-Clusters representing the flows through the 
strongly-connected component of a flow-network; the How- 
D’ though a node is in the direction of the n 0 n - m  token 
Of and the mort-Input is the same as the 
Q.P-Clusters between its ports. 20 the single Effort-Source or Flow-Source responsible for a 
flow reaching the node. In situations where both flow-link 
slots are non-NIL. several approaches are pursued to auto- 
The U1-k purpose of F ~ M M  is the computation of the matically detennine the values of Effort-Input and Flow-Dir. 
F ~ O W - D ~  and Effort-Input slop, of In-LineAtom i n c p  The user is queried as a last resort-a circumstance that is 
rated into CONFIG as Device Variable-Clusters during 25 likely be an indication of either a modeling erzor or a fault 
discrete event simulations. condition in the simulation. 
The following is given as a summary of how the various The separation of computations into these two distinct 
procedures and data structures interact during a simulation. phases allows conflicting indications of flow direction to be 
There are two major Phases of activity triggered when the recorded for each atomic node in Phase I so that all such 
state of an atomic In-Line-Node changes. 30 indications are known for all nodes before the actual deci- 
In Phase L the flow-related attributes favoring flow in one sion of flow-diredon is ma& in Phase 11. It also facilitates 
or both of the two possible directions (Left or Right) of the the integration of IZPM-Q-,~ with the C O ~ G  simulation 
two-port In-Line-Nodes are detamined from the “bottom- can be deferred until the 
atomic node whose state has changed referred to here as the 35 take on more than one value during a time slice. 
“origin node”. The origin node and the clusters above it in subsequent sections. whose flow-related attributes are also changed during 
which further upward recursion is based. The state changes procedures to in the more &tided Object- 
that can affect flow are paSs-p, Mentation. ~ f f o r t - ~ i r ,  and oriented design. Many of the data-type conditional clauses 
mort-Value. 40 (e.g.. “IF dL> is a true P-Cluster . . .”) will become implicit 
Factors influencing flow are also computed for siblings of in method saecializations in the implementation. 
the origin node in any of the non-hierarchical Circuit objects T-olog~ 
of which the origin node is a child. The tokens used to There have been changes in terminology as th is  design 
represent factors favoring flow are referred to as Flow- has been developed and implemented. The following terms 
Links. A node may have either a set of Circuit objects as 45 are used here frequently, but are not necessarily used in the 
parents or a single S- or P-Cluster parent. source code. 
The aggregation of nodes into Circuits and/or clusters Flow-Related Attribute-Refers to the In-Line-Node 
allow computations to proceed in an incremental fashion so attributes Wort-Dir. Effort-Value. Pass-P. and Orientation. 
that only a subset of all nodes in the system must be Changes in any of these attributes trigger recomputation of 
examined when a flow-related state change occurs in a given 50 the Flow-Dir and Effort-Input am-ibutes of the node and 
node. related nodes and the flow-related attributes of ancestral 
Upward-recursion halts when the state-change in the clusters. 
sibling does not produce a qualitative change in the parent. Condudve+The state of an In-Line-Atom for which 
The How-Link tokens are maintained in the Flows-Left % Pass-P is true. the state of a Circuit or S-Cluster for which 
and Flows-Right % slots of all In-Line-Nodes. These tokens 55 the Inactive.CMdren list is empty. or the state of a P-Quster 
support a kind of qualitative summation of flows. As long as for which the Active.Children list is not empty. 
there is one or more tokens in one of the two slots, there Active-Describes a P-Cluster or Circuit through which 
must be a flow through the node toward the port indicated by flow is being conducted. For a P-Cluster to be active, it must 
the name of the token slot from the opposite port. For have at least one conductive child whose mort-Value 
instance, one or more Flow-Links in the Flows-Right slot 60 attribute is not equal to Zero, and one other conductive child 
indicates a flow into the Left port of the In-Line-Node and to return the flow. The term “active” is also used to refer to 
out though the Right port. A Flow-Link in the Flows-Left the child node of an active P-Cluster that has the non-Zao 
8 slot indicates a flow in the opposite direction. There can Effort-Value (i.e.. the Effort- or Flow-Source). For a Circuit 
be tokens in both the Flows-Left % and Flows-Right 8 slot to be active, it must be conductive and have child Part-Links 
simultaneously, and that may be a source of ambiguity 65 listed in either the Efforts-Left or Efforts-Right slot. Note 
unless other factors favor a net flow in one direction over the that the terms Inactive.Children and Active.Children slots 
other. referred to in the above definition of “conductive” is mis- 
FPMM SIMULMCON TIME OPERATIONS 
Overview of Simulation-Time Operations 
in such a way that mse 
through the system’s starting with the end of a b e  slice and the How-Dir and Effort-Input cannot 
ne prooedures 
upward recursion are each referred to as the “event node’’ on There will not be a -Ping Of these 
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leading in this context. Those slot names should probably be 
changed to Nonconductive.Children. and “Conductive.Chil- 
&en”. There are also predicate functions defined in the 
Source files called Active? and Inactive? and these should 
also be changed. 
of conductive nodes that returns the flow to the active node 
in the 
in another simultaneously, although the direction of flow in Circuit-Uphte Triggering 
this is generally mbiguous if no dif- Circuits are not truly hierarchical and the procedures for 
updates to circuit objects m e r  considerably from those for ferences exist that justify ignoring some flow components clusters. If an In-Line-Node or cluster has Circuit parents. 
the state changes in the child are communicated immediately through the node. Flow token slot-Refers to either the Flows-Left 8 or to each of its circuit parents. and each circuit in turn Flows-Right % slots of In-Line-Nodes where flow-links comunicates any change in conductivity or Effort-Dir to are listed This is also referred to as a “flow-justification” 15 all of its 
If an event no& has one or more Circuit parents. one or slot. 
Effort token slot-Refers to either the Efforts-Left or both of the functions is called as shown in 
EfForts-Right slot of Clusters and Circuits. the second part of the previous diagram. Since this triggering 
Associated token SlOt-This t a m  is used to relate one of occurs for clusters as well as In-fine-Atoms. the setting of 
a pair of token slots to a direction. For example. the 20 a single attribute may result in Circuit updates at higher 
Flows-Left % slot of a node is associated with the direction levels in the cluster hierarchy if it has an ancestral cluster 
Left relative to that child. When the direction refers to a that is a Circuit child. This indirection is paformed by the 
child no& while the token slot refers to a parent cluster or Event-Notify procedure. discussed subsequently. 
circuit. a Left direction in  the child may be associated with Setting of the Pass-P attribute leads to a change in siblings 
the Flows-Right % slot in the parent if the parent and child 25 of the event node only if it changes the list of Inactive- 
have opposing h m e s  of reference, as indicated by the Port Children of the Circuit from nil to non-nil or vice versa. 
attribute value of the Part-Link that links the parent to the Then, the Circuit object is added or removed from the 
Child Circuits-Left andor the Circuits-Right slots of each sibling 
Origin Node-The In-Line-Atom that has just undergone of the event node and the event node itself. 
a state change in a flow-related attribute. Setting the Effort-Dir of an In-Line-Atom results in an 
Event No&-The In-Line-Atom or cluster whose flow- incremental update of the Efforts-Left and/or Ef€orts-Right 
related attributes are currently being recomputed. The state slots of all Circuit parents, regardless of whether a given 
change of the origin node causes ancestral clusters to be Circuit is conductive at the time of the event. For each 
treated recursively as the event node. conductive Circuit, if the Effort-Dir associated with the 
Interpretation of Procedure Call Diagrams 35 Circuit has been changed, the function Update-Circuit- 
The procedures described here are illustrated by schemat- Children is called to update the Circuits-Right and Circuits- 
ics that all are based on the symbols shown in FIG. 5. This Left slots of the siblings and the event no&. A circuit with 
graphical representation was chosen over the more tradi- effort sources only to the Right relative to a child is added 
tional flow chart because it emphasizes the relationship of to the Circuits-Right slot of the child’s Node-Envelope. and 
the parts-hierarchy of flowpath objects to the procedure 40 deleted from the Circuits-Left slot if it formerly was listed 
iterations and recursions. This representation method shows in that slot. A Circuit with effort sources i n  both its Efforts- 
call-sequencing and logic information not contained in a Right and Effolts-Left slot must be in  both the Circuits-Left 
simple call-tree graph, but less than a complete flow chart. and Circuits-Right slot of each child‘s Node-Envelope. 
All of the procedures described operate on In-Line-Nodes When the Orientation of the event node is changed. both 
(including Clusters) and/or Circuits and all take one of those 45 UpdateCircuit-Effort and Update-Ci rcu i t -Cn may be 
objects as an argument. TWO procedures connected by an called but only if the change in orientation changes the 
unlabeled arrow indicate that a procedure A at the tail calls conductivity or EfFort-Dir of the Circuit This is done when 
the procedure B at the head on “self”. which means that A the Effort-Dir of the parent Circuit and/or its conductivity 
was called on the In-Line-Node “self’ and that A then calls are afFected by a change in orientation of the event node. 
procedure B on the same In-Line-Node.. Labeled mows 50 No operations are performed on Circuits at this point if 
indicate other relationships between an object that is the only the event associated with the event node is a change in 
main argument to a procedure and the object that is an Effort-Value. New mort-Inputs for siblings of the event- 
argument to subsequent procedures. Procedures that actually node are computed by the Event-Notify function to reflect 
modify the Flows-Left I and Flows-Right 8 token slots of the change in the value of an effort source. 
In-&e-Nodes are indicated by a gray arrow. A gray arrow 55 
labeled “children” indicates that a procedure iterates over 
the children of the circuit or cluster argument, changing the 
token slot contents of all of them as appropriate. Where the 
calling sequence is not explicitly indicated by numbered 
arrows, the calling sequence for subprocedures and recur- 60 
sions are indicated by the left-to-right or top-to-bottom order 
of the connecting arrows, including arrows originating at 
AND junctions and non-exclusive OR junctions. 
as shown in the first part of the previous diagram. This 
procedure calls Event-Notify on the Origin node. Event- 
Notify then does upward-recursion through the Cluster 
hierarchy. Even at the atO&C level, a change Orientation 
5 may actually result in two events, a change in the atomic- 
nodes Wort-Dir as well as its Orientation. as when the 
Orientation takes On a value OPPoSite to the Effort-Dir* 
effectively changing the Effort-Dir of the atom to None. 
Passiv-Desdbes a child ,,ode of a p-clUster in a 
A node may be active in one pairing and 
30 
Procedure Event-Notify 
This procedure. is upward-recursive through the cluster- 
ing hierarchy but calls procedures that are downward recur- 
sive. The calling sequences associated with Event-Notify are 
shown in the diagram of FIG. 7A. 
Event-Notify is event-oriented in that one of its arguments 
is a list of events afFecting the node that is its primary 
argument. An “event” refers to a change in value of any of 
the flow-detennining attributes. The value of the attribute 
Event-Notify- Atomic just prior to the state change is part of the event description. 
When the value of a flow-related attribute of an atomic 65 The main arguments to this procedure are the event node and 
a list of events identified by the keywords:ORIENT. :PASS- 
P. :EFFOW. and :EFFOKI’-VALUE. 
In-Line-Node changes due to the execution of a C O M G  
Process effect, the procedure Event-Notify-Atomic is called 
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Event-Notify is not called on Circuits. but may affect the 
(1) when a flowdetermining attribute of a parent cluster 
is changed by the Set-Effort. Set-Orientation, or Set- 
Pass functions since each of these procedures calls the 
accessors that trigger the circuit-update functions. 
(2) when Procedure Compute-Flow-Links is called by 
Event-Notify on a Circuit parent of the event no& that 
is its argument. In this case. Flow-Links may be added 
or retracted in the Flows-Left % and/or Flows-Right % 
slots of the Circuit’s child nodes. 
The effects of the state change of the event node on the 
overall Pass-E’. Effort, and Orientation each of the node’s 
parent cluster is determined on each call to Event-Notify. (If 
a node has a b;ue S- or P-Cluster parent, it is the only parent). 
In addition to the Flows-Left and Flows-Right slots inherited 
from In-Line-Node. clusters also have Effort-Dir. 
Ef€ortsLek Worts-Right. and Orientation slots that are used 
for the computation of the overall effort and orientation of 
the cluster as viewed as a single component at the next level 
up i n  the cluster parts hierarchy. 
If any of the flow-determining attributes of the parent 
cluster(s) has changed, that cluster becomes the event node 
on an upward recursion, otherwise. no upward recursion is 
done for that parent. 
If the event node is associated with a :PASSP event. then 
the only event that can be associated with a parent cluster on 
upward recursions of Event-Notify is a :PASS-P event. 
Orientation and Effort are also recomputed when the Pass-P 
value of a cluster changes from False to True. 
mort-Dir and Effort-Value are both computed by Set- 
mort. If both attributes have been changed by Set-Effort or 
if only the Wort-Value has changed. an EFFORT event is 
associated with the cluster on the next upward recursion of 
Event-Notify. If only the Effort-Value has changed. an 
:EFFORT-VALUE event is generated. Effort-Dir, which is 
computed the same way for al l  subclasses of cluster, may 
take on the additional value of AMBIGUOUS. implying that 
the effort associated with the cluster can contribute to 
flowing both directions in the cluster’s siblings. This occurs 
when the Efforts-Left and Efforts-Right slots of the cluster 
are both set to non-NIL values due to the child no& event. 
When a cluster has an effort value of AMBIGUOUS, nodes 
in circuits with that node may have a marker associated with 
the effort source node in both the Flows-Left and Flows- 
Right slots. 
For S-Clusters and Q.S-Clusters, the orientation may take 
on the additional value of IMPASSE if an :ORIENT event in 
a child node causes the cluster to have children with orien- 
tations of both directions relative to the cluster. The effect of 
adding or removing an IMPASSE orientation is the same as 
that involved in setting the Pass-P to FALSE and TRUE 
respectively. Achange in orientation produced by Set-Orient 
generates an :ORIENT event on the upward recursion of 
Event-Notify for the cluster. 
Upward recursion of Event-Notify-and Phase I of the 
simulation-time operations cycle of FPh4M-ends when no 
further ancestors of the origin atomic no& are found that 
have undergone a change in any flow-related attribute due to 
the origin node’s change in state. The Flow-Link token slots 
have been updated for all ancestors and siblings of every 
event node in the chain of recursive calls. All nodes that have 
had their Flows-Left and Flows-Right slot values changed 
during Phase I or that are subject to a new Effort-Input due 
to a change in an Effort-Value are collected and passed to the 
main Phase II procedure, Set-Flow. 
states of circuits in two ways: 
40 
Procedure Set-Pass 
This procedure sets the Pass-P attribute of P-Clusters to 
True if one or more child Part-Links are listed in its 
Active.Children % slot. and to False otherwise. 
For S-Clusters, the Pass-P attribute is set to True if the 
cluster’s 1nactive.Children % slot is empty, and to False 
otherwise. 
When the Pass-P value of a cluster changes from False to 
True, the Procedures Set-Effort and Set-Orientation must 
also be called. because a non-conductive cluster has no 
lo orientation or effort and these must be computed for the 
newly-conductive cluster. 
Procedure Set-mort 
This procedure sets both the Effort-Dir and Effort-Value 
of S-Clusters and P-Clusters based on a qualitative swnma-  
15 tion of those values for the clusters children. The argument 
is the Part-Link between the Event-Node and the Cluster. 
5 
Design Note: 
In quantitative terms. Effort-Dir is actually the sign of 
Effort-Value, the effort exerted by a node that induces flow 
20 in other nodes. These are considered two separate but related 
attributes primarily due to the fact that there is no represen- 
tation of a signed value built into CONFIG. In addition, 
however, this separation also makes it easier to model flows 
in which only the direction of flows and efforts are impor- 
25 tant. For example, in an electrical power supply and switch- 
ing subsystem of secondary importance to other modules, it 
may only be of interest to model the fact that there is 
electricity flowing to the model and the directions involved, 
while the actual value of effort is unimportant. 
This procedure calls Q+. a qualitative addition function 
30 that takes a list of effort values assumed to be of the same 
sign and returns their sum. Q- takes two effort values of 
opposing signs and returns the sign (i.e., Effort-Dir) and 
Effort-Value as the result. These procedures are described 
subsequently in the discussion of Phase II operations. 
The logic of Set-Wort is the same for both S- and 
P-Clusters, with the exception of the special treatment of a 
Flow-Source that is a child of an S-Cluster. If an S-Cluster 
has both Flow-Sources and Mort-Sources as child nodes, 
the Effort-Value contributions of the mort-Sources are 
40 ignored and the Flow-Sources only are used to compute the 
Effort-Value of the S-Cluster. This is so because of the 
assumption used in WMh4 that flow is qualitatively propor- 
tional to the potential (i.e., Effort-Input) of the passive 
siblings of the S-Cluster. Since only the Flow-Source chil- 
45 &en of an S-Cluster determine the flow to those passive 
siblings. they also should determine the qualitative Effort- 
Value of the S-Cluster used to compute the Effort-Input of 
the siblings. 
35 
The pseudo code for Set-Effort is given below. 
PUSH the event node’s Part-Link onto the Efforts-Left 
and/or Efforts-Right slot of the Cluster or delete it from one 
or both of those slots depending on the Effort-Dir of the 
child node relative to the Cluster. If the child has an 
Effort-Dir of Ambiguous, it is pushed onto both slots. 
55 Ambiguous can be a value only for Clusters. never for 
In-Line-Atoms. IF the Cluster is an S-Cluster AND one or 
more children are Flow-Sources 
IF all Flow-Source children have a common Effort-Value 
and Effort-Dir relative to the parent 
SET the Wort-Value and Effort-Dir to the common 
values of the children 
SET the Flow. Source? Boolean attribute of the 
S-Cluster to True. 
50 
60 
ELSE 
65 There is an error in modeling since there cannot be 
more than one direction and value of flow through a 
series. 
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ELSE 
IF the Cluster is an S-Cluster 
S-Cluster to False 
SFT the Flow.Source? Boolean attribute of the 
IF only one of the Efforts-Left and Efforts-Right slots are 
occupied 
SET mort-Dir of the parent to the value. associated 
with that slot (i.e., Left for Efforts-Left. Right for 
LET Child.IBorts be the list of Effort-Values of all 
child nodes of the Part-Links in the Efforts-Left or 
SET mort-Value of the parent to (Q+ ChildEfforts) 
ELSE 
LET Efforts.Left and Eforts.Right be the lists of mort- 
Values of all child nodes of the Part-Links in  the 
Efforts-Left and Efforts-Right slots of the cluster 
respectively. 
SET Left-Value to (Q+ morts.left)) 
SET Right.Value t(Qt Efforts Right) 
SET the Effort-Dir and the Elfort-Value simultaneously 
Efforts-Right) 
-Right slot. 
by calling (Q-Right.Value Left.Value) 
Implementation Note: 
The CONFIG3-Demo-Build Implementation does not 
provide any way to recognize that an S-Cluster is acting as 
a Flow-Source because it has one or more children that are 
Flow-Sources (Le., S-Clusters have no Flow. Source? 
attribute). This must be added for completeness when an 
S-Cluster with Flow-Source children is itself the child of a 
P-Cluster. 
Procedure Set-Orient 
For a P-Cluster, the Orientation is set to None if there are 
conductive children with orientations to both the Left and 
the Right relative to the cluster. or if there is one child node 
having an orientation of None. 
If all conductive children have the same orientation 
relative to a P-Cluster, then the P-Cluster has either a Left or 
Right orientation and permits through-flow only in that 
direction. 
An S-Cluster will have an orientation of Left or Right if 
one or more children have the same orientation relative to 
the cluster and has an orientation of None only if all its 
children also have no orientation. If any children have 
opposite orientations relative to the cluster, the S-Cluster has 
an orientation of Impasse, and the Pass-P value of the cluster 
is set to False. Also. when the Orientation of an S-Cluster is 
changed. the mort-Value of the cluster may also change. If 
the new Orientation is the opposite of the S-Cluster’s 
mort-Dir prior to the event, the SCluster’s Effort-Dir is set 
to None and its mort-Value to Zero. Conversely, if the prior 
mort-Dir of the S-Cluster was None, the cluster’s new 
mort-Dir may be in the same direction as its new Men- 
tation if any of the cluster’s children also have mort-Dir 
values in that direction. As shown in FIG. 7A, a change in 
Orientation may result in the subsequent assertion or retrac- 
tion of Now-Links of the cluster within the scope of the 
Event-Notify procedure’s execution on the event node child. 
The logic of setting the orientation of Circuits is the same 
as for S-Clusters. However, the Set-Orient procedure is not 
called on Circuits. The orientation of Circuits is set instead 
by the Orientation access trigger on the Circuit’s children. 
Use of Part-Links in Flow Phase-1 Computations 
The instance of class Part-Link carry two types of infor- 
mation necessary for flow computations: 
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(1) the Port slot is used to convert a parent-relative 
direction to a chid-relative direction. 
(2) the Activity.F’tr slot points to the Part-Links position in 
a list maintained by the parent cluster. In S-Clusters, 
this is the 1nactive.Children % list and in P-Clusters. 
the slot is Active.Children %. P-Clusters are conductive 
as components when their Active.Children % slot has 
one or more items while S-Clusters and Circuits are 
conductive when their Inactive.Children % slot is 
empty and their orientation is not Impasse. 
A special subclass of Part-Link named Circuit-Part-Link 
is used to record information on the relationship of a node 
to a circuit. Unlike Part-Links, Circuit-Part-Links contain 
information on the dynamic relationship of a child node to 
the parent as well as the static part relationship. 
Flow-Link Data Structures and Procedures 
A Flow-Link is a token indicating that there is a 
justification. in the sense of a truth-maintenance system for 
flow in one of the two possible directions (Left or Right) 
through an In-Line-Node. These tokens are stored in flow- 
justification slots named Flows-Left % and Flows-Right %. 
The number of tokens in either slot implies nothing about the 
magnitude of flow. When there is one or more tokens in both 
slots in an In-Line-Node, the direction of flow is ambiguous 
and cannot be resolved in favor of the slot with the largest 
number of tokens. 
The Flows-Left 8 and Flows-Right % slot names in 
In-Line-Nodes have the ” %  suffix to indicate they contain 
lists whose first item is always a “%” symbol. The “%” 
symbol is the first element of the list so that al l  operations 
on the list can be performed using list surgery without the 
need for setting the value of the slot. The Flow-Links contain 
back-pointers to their positions in those lists for fast deletion 
by the Procedure Retract-Flow-Entry when the conditions 
for flow disappear. This naming convention has also been 
followed for other flow-related slots containing lists updated 
by list surgery. 
The subclasses of How-Link are shown in the diagram of 
FIG. 13 below. Briefly. the meanings of objects of the 
instantiable Now-Link classes when asserted in  a flow 
justification slot of an In-Line-Node are as follows: 
Horizontal-Link-indicates a flow exists between the pair 
of sibling nodes of a P-Cluster. 
Effort-Vertical-Link-indicates that the nude is a source 
of effort for an ancestral cluster in a supporting a flow 
through that cluster. 
Passive-Vertical-Link~ndicates that the node is a pas- 
sive effort that completes a path of flow but contributes no 
soure of effort to the flow. 
S-Effort-Vlink-indicates that the no& is the source of 
effort supporting a flow through its siblings in an S-Cluster. 
SO S-Flow-Thru-L,iuk-indicates that the node is the child of 
an S-Cluster and is clusterely conducting flow through the 
cluster. 
Left-Circuit-Flow-Link and Right-Circuit-Flow-Link- 
indicate that flow is occurring though one or more Circuit 
More detailed descriptions of these classes and their slots 
are given subsequently. 
FIGS. 14A. 14B. 14C, and 14D illustrate the dynamic 
simulation-time relationships between the various Ends of 
60 Flow-Links and the In-Line-Nodes for which they are used 
as tokens of a flow. 
FIG. 14A illustrates a Transient Cross-Link: Objects of 
Class A maintain a list in slot xxx %. the first item of which 
is “%” and the rest of which are objects of Class B. The 
65 Class B object maintains a pointea to the CONS cell in slot 
yyy for fast deletion kom the list in xxx 8 of the Class A 
object. 
55 objects of which the node is a child. 
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FIG. 14B illustrates a Multivalued Link: Objects of Class 
A maintain a permanent list of any number of objects in slot 
xxx. all  of which must be of class B. 
FIG. 14C illustrates a ’Qpe-Restricted Multivalued Link: 
Objects of Class A maintain a permanent list in slot xxx that 5 
contains no more than one object of Class B . h y  other items 
in slot xxx are not of Class B. 
FIG. 1 4 ~  illustrates a Single-valued Link: Objects of 
Class A store a permanent pointer to a single object of Class 
B in slot xxx. 
(1) both nodes in the pair have a Pass-P value mapping to 
(2) one node in the pair has an Effort-Dir not mapping to 
If both nodes in the pair have an Effort-Value, then there 
vertical Links 
Assertion Of the Flow-Links subclasses inheriting from 
of FIOW-Links 
10 that parallel subtrees of a flow-network parts hierarchy 
Boolean True. 
None nodes. 
are two Horizontal-Links asserted for the pair. 
vertical-Li*-Mixin creates tree 
slot su&ed by a “%w sign indicate that the 
slot holds a list of objects, each of which contains a pointer 
(Clusters. Circuits. and In-Line-Atoms) through which flow is 
Occurring at time‘ The assertion Of given 
vertical links always forms a tree rooted in either: back to the list position of the object in the list. as symbol- 
ized by the double-headed mow pointing back to the slot 15 
from the listed object. The first elements of these lists are 
always a “%” so that any object can be surgically deleted 
from the list tail without accessing the slot in which the list 
resides. T h i s  approach wallows items to be deleted from a 
list without the slower sequential searching, without dupli- 20 
cation of “cons’’ cells, and &o generates less gabage in the 
form of discarded “cons” cells than do non-surgical dele- 
tions. M~~~ importantly. there may be alternative slots in 
which a given object is listed and extra program logic would 
be needed to determine which slot should be searched in 25 each conductive child of a cluster. 
some cases. Simply doing list surgery at the location of the 
back pointer in the deleted object requires no howledge of 
the actual slot. 
There =e several subclasses of Flow-Links whose 
instances are tokens indicating flow 
ferent flow-m are associated with different paent-cMd 
relationships. a floWbpath li.e., an h-une Node) 
has no Flow-- in either its Flows-Lefi % Flows-Right 
% token slots when the Phase II computations commence, 
there is no flow through the object. 
the other of the token slots, there is flow in the associated 
diredon. ~f it has tokens in  both slots. then the flow is 
ambiguous. and various methods of disambiguation are 
performed in Phase LL Effort-Vertical-Link 
When the root of a tree of vertical links is a P-Cluster, 
Notify to determine when the event supports the assertion of there is always one branch of the tree at each level that 
new Flow-links in siblings, ancestors. and children of the contains an Ef€ort-Vatical-Link associated with the single 
event node or causes existing assertions to become invalid effort-node at the next-higher and next-lower level. The 
Procedures Add-Flow-LinksJor-New-Pass. Add-Flow- superior of an Effort-Ve&al-Link is always another link 
Unks-For-New-Effort, and Add-Flow-Links-For-New- 45 inheriting from Effort-Link-Mixin (i.e.. another Effort- 
Orient are called for changes in Pass-P, EZEort-Dir, and Vertical-Link. a Horizontal-Link. or a circuit-Flow-Link). 
Orientation, respectively. These event-specific procedures All mort-Vertical-Links and those of its subclass, 
test how the specific event affects the conditions for flow S-Effort-VLink, are asserted by the Procedure Add-Effort- 
through In-Line-Nodes. A single invocation of Compute- Vlink. which is downward-recursive relative to the How- 
Flow-Links may call both Add-Flow-Links-For-Nm-EBort 50 Network parts hierarchy (as indicated in the previous dia- 
and Add-Flow-Links-For-New-Orient, so it is possible in gram Of the Event-Notify calling sequences). 
some cases for one of those procedures to retract Flow-Links Pas sive-Vertical-Link 
Asserted by the other. The passive-node in the original node pair has only 
Horizontal-Links Passive-Vertical-Link children. A passive vertical link con- 
Instances of this type of Now-Link assert the fact that 55 tains the Superior slot which points directly to the superior 
there is a flow between a pair of nodes in a P-Cluster. of the passive link (the superior.ptr points only to the list 
Procedure Add-H-Links asserts all Horizontal-Links in  the position of the inferior link itself in the superior link and 
In-Line-Nodes and records the various back-pointers that are does not give access to the superior link). The Superior 
used for fast updates. Each such pair forms a circuit (in the pointer is used for setting the mort-Value of passive atomic 
more general sense) where flow is caused by an effort or 60 nodes in Phase II computations. The effort vertical links do 
flow-source node through a passive node that conducts flow not need th is  slot because the Wort-Input of an effort node 
back to the source. Every instance of this class is asserted is always the Effort-Value of the node itself, not of any 
and retracted simultaneously in such a pair of nodes. Back- remote effort-source. 
pointers are stored in the Effort-€% and Passive-& slots of AU Passive-Veitid-Links are asserted by Procedure 
a Horizontal-Link for fast deletion when the conditions 65 Add-Passive-VLinks, which is downward-recursive relative 
underlying the link assertion becomes invalid. The to the Flow-Network parts hierarchy (as indicated i n  the 
conditions are: previous diagram of the Event-Notify calling sequences). 
a~Orizontal-Linkassociated With a flow through a pair of 
a Circuit-Flow-Link (described subsequently) associated 
an s-Flow-l%.~-Link (desrribed subsequently) recording 
S-ClUSter Children from and to an EffOrt-sOurt~ child in 
Vertical flow-links are recursively asserted in Phase I by 
subprocedures called by fioedure Compute-Flow-Links in 
The su@Or.* slot in a V e r t i c a l  link Pints to its list 
When a no& with a vertical link in its token slot changes 
to a False Value Of Pass-P 02 an &ieDtatiOn incompatible 
In-Lhe-Nodes, Dif- 30 With its CUrrent flow direction, the link is retracted from the 
token Slot Of the associated node. This retraction Will  cause 
retraction of the token from its position in the list of 
dependents Of its S U p f i O r  flow-link. Retraction and asser- 
tions Of Vertical are ProPgatedt’T-dOwnbY compute- 
it has links in one or 35 FlOW-Links RCWSiOn as indicated in the procedure calling- 
sequence diagram PreviouslY discussed. The effects of a 
state-change Of a Child In-Line-Node On its parents propa- 
gated from the bonom-uP 
nodes in a P-Cluster; 
with flow through a Circuit object; 
the existence Of a flow across each Of a series Of 
the series. 
position in the Dependents % slot of its superior link. 
Event-Notify ~ - e c ~ i o n .  
Procedure Compute-Flow-Links is invoked by Event- 40 
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Links for Recording S-Cluster Through-Flows 
A parts hierarchy of true clusters always alternates layers 
of S-Clusters with layers of P-Clusters. When an S-Cluster 
contains a child node that causes the S-Cluster to be the 
effort-node in the P-Cluster at the next-higher level, 5 
Compute-Flow-Links asserts an S-Effort-Vlink in one of the 
effort-source child’s token slot and asserts S-Flow-Thru- 
Links in each of the other S-Cluster children. The S-Flow- 
Thru-Links are also stored in the S-Flow-Thru-Links slot of 
the S-Effort-Vlink. S-mort-Vlinks inherit from Vertical- 
LinkMixin. SFlow-Thru-Links do not. 
The classes S-Effort-Vlink and S-Flow-Thru-Link are 
defined because. when an S-Cluster contains more than one 
active Effort-Source child. the relationship must be main- 
tained between the effort Flow-Link associated with each 
active effort to the unique set of passive flow links in the 
effort-source’s siblings. In this way. when one effort-source 
becomes inactive, the associated passive flow links i n  the 
effort-source siblings can all be retracted without disturbing 
the passive S-Flow-Thru-Links associated with the efforts 
exerted by other siblings and their associated S-Flow-Thru- 
Links. S-Flow-Thru-Links will have dependent Passive- 
Vertical-Links when the node they are associated with is a 
Cluster. 
An S-Cluster serving as the passive-node in flow through 
a higher-level P-Cluster or Circuit has only Passive-Vertical- 
Links asserted in the token slots of its children: there are no 
S-Flow-Thru-Links used when an S-Cluster plays the pas- 
sive role. 
Example of a Dynamically-Asserted System of Flow- 
Links 
An example of a flow-network subgraph that consists of 
a simple 2-node P-Cluster. P-0, is shown in the diagrams of 
FlGS. 15A and 16A. The unlabeled boxes containing the 
“(% . . . )” within each cluster or node in these diagrams 
stand for either one of the token slots, Flows-Left % or 
Flows-Right %. 
The effort-source of the node pair is S-OO. as indicated by 
the bold-face ‘8“ above the box representing that cluster. 
The passive branch is S-01. 
The first diagram shows the Flow-links associated with 
the passive branch of the node pair. S-01. Note that a number 
of connections are omitted. S-01, being a cluster, must have 
at least one other child besides the one shown. P-010. That 
node would have to have its own Passive-Vertical-Link 
(PVL) associated with it in the same way as shown for 
P-010. Since node S-0100 is also a Cluster, it also has 
children not shown and each child must have a WL that is 
a dependent of the WL associated with S-0100 in the same 
way that the S-0100 PVL is associated with the PVL of the 
P-Cluster parent. P-010. 
The effort branch of the flow in P-0 is shown in the second 
diagram. It can be seen there that the effort-branch flow link 
configuration is not uniform down through the levels of the 
cluster hierarchy as was the passive branch. The flow exists 
because all nodes are conductive (Pass-=True) and because 
Node N-0021 has an effort associated, with it (as indicated 
by the “E” in bold-face above that node. Note that the sibling 
of N-0021. N0020, has no flow-links associated with it 
because there is no flow through that node dependent on the 
higher-level connections external to their shared P-Cluster. 
However. there could be another Horizontal-Link conned- 
ing Nodes N-0020 and N-0021 if N-OOU) is conductive. 
Note also that no flow-links are stored in or point to the 
toplevel P-Cluster, P-0. even though it is responsible for the 
entire system of flow-links shown. 
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Circuit-Flow-Links 
Circuits. like P-Clusters may conduct internal flows but. 
like S-Clusters, are conductive only when all of their chil- 
dren are conductive. Unlike either P-Clusters or S-Clusters. 
circuits are not components and do not conduct any flows 
external to themselves. Also, there is a many-to-many rela- 
tionship between Circuits and their children whereas there is 
a one-to-many relationships between a P- or S-Cluster and 
its children. 
Due to the fact that the number of circuits in the system 
is combinatorially explosive in the worst cases and could be 
large in many practical cases. the Circuit-Flow-Links have 
been designed to keep the number of flow-tokens associated 
with a circuit to an absolute minimum. 
A P-Cluster will have a Horizontal-Link for eveq pair of 
child nodes for which one node is an effort source and both 
are conductive. In contrast. a node that is the child of a 
circuit has two and only two flow-links regardless of how 
many circuits it is in and regardless of how many active 
effort-sources any circuit may have. A flow-link of class 
Left-Circuit-Flow-Link is asserted in the Flows-Left % slot 
of a child if there is one or more effort-sources in one or 
more circuits inducing flow to the Left relative to the child 
A flow-link of class Right-Circuit-Flow-Link is asserted in 
the Flows-Right I slot to indicate flow to the right relative 
to a child. 
The same Circuit-Flow-Link token may be a s s e d  many 
times in the corresponding flow-justification slot of the 
In-Line-Node, once for each flow-conducting circuit in 
which the node participates. 
Relationship of Circuit-Flow-Link with Other Data Struc- 
The relationships of Circuit-Flow-Links and other objects 
are shown in FIG. 17 (Not all the dynamic relationships, 
indicated by thin lines. can or will necessarily all  be in effect 
at any given time). 
The two subclasses of Circuit-Flow-Link inherit the slots 
PassiveBependents % and Effort. Dependents 6 from the 
classes Passive.Link.Mixin and Etort.Link.Mixin. These 
slots are represented by the large ellipsis in the Flow-Link 
structures in the diagram. If the In-Line-Node is an S-Cluster 
or P-Cluster. these slots will always have vertical link 
dependents of class Passive-Vextical-Link and/or mort- 
Vertical-Link whenever the Passive-Flow-Pb- and/or Effort- 
Flow-Ptr dots are non-nil. These dependents will be asserted 
to the appropriate Dependents % slot by downward recur- 
sion of Procedure, Compute-Flow-Links. 
tures 
Design Note: 
In the current design, the Parents slot of an In-Line-Node 
is always occupied by a list of exactly one item. The item is 
either a true S- or P-Cluster, or a pointer to a Circuit-Child- 
Envelope which itself has multiple pointers to Circuit-Part- 
Links. The proposed extension to this design will include 
non-trivial usages of Q.P-Clusters and Q.S-Clusters (the 
latter is not utilized at all in the current design). After t h i s  
extension is completed, an In-Line-Node could in fact have 
multiple parents: a set of Q.S-Clusters in addition to a 
Circuit-Child-Envelope “parent”. The structural and proce- 
dural details of this extension have not been worked out. The 
fact that the Parents slot is multivalued does. however. 
provide a procedural hook for th is  extension. 
Procedure-Update-Circuit-EBorts 
Procedure Update-Circuit-EfForts adds the Circuit-Part- 
Link of an event node having EEort-Dir values other than 
None to the lists stored in the EffOrts-Left and Eforts-Right 
slots of a Circuit object. It retracts the Part-Link of an event 
node when the ElTort-Dir changes to None. If the Orientation 
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of the Circuit becomes incompatible with efforts in one or 
both directions. the Worts-Left andor -Right slots may be 
nulled out. The Effort-Dir of a Circuit is not explicitly 
stored. but is implied by the values of the two multivalued 
slots. The Efforts-Left and -Right slots are updated regard- 
less of whether the circuit is currently conductive. 
Procedure Update-Circuit-Wort is called by the Effort- 
Dir access trigger method on the event no&. It may also be 
called by the Orientation access trigger if changing the 
Orientation of the event node causes the Orientation of a 
Circuit parent to change in such a way that Part-Links must 
be ad&d or deleted from the two effort slots. 
Design Note: 
The Efforts-Left and Worts-Right slots of Circuits have 
no back-pointers associated with them and. when a child 
Part-Link must be deleted from one of those slots. the lists 
they contain must be searched sequentially. These lists are 
likely to be short in any practical application because a list 
of more than one item is likely to involve the ambiguity of 
a qualitative summation of efforts. making discrete event 
simulation difficult if such ambiguity were a common fea- 
ture of the model. Therefore. the slower method without 
back pointers was decided upon for maintenance of these 
two slots. 
Circuit/Child Relationships Maintained by Procedure 
Procedure Update-Circuit-Children is called by the event 
node access trigger method for Pass-P. Effort-Dir, or Orien- 
tation whenever the event changes the conductivity, Effort- 
Dir. or Orientation of a parent Circuit. 
The conductivity changes when the Inactive. Children % 
slot of the Circuit changes from empty to occupied or vice 
versa. Changes in Circuit effort direction are implicit in the 
values of the EBorts-Left and Efforts-Right slots of the 
Circuit. The Circuit orientation is explicitly maintained in 
the Circuit’s Orientation slot by the Orientation higger on an 
event node’s change in orientation. 
If a Circuit is conductive. Procedure Update-circuit- 
Children converts the direction of effort indicated by the 
Efforts-Left and Efforts-Right of the Circuit into the child- 
relative direction for each circuit child using the Port slot 
value of the Circuit-Part-Link to the child. If the child- 
relative direction is to the Left, the Circuit-Part-Link is 
asserted into the Circuits-Left % slot of the Envelope. If the 
child-relative direction is Right, the Part-Link is asserted in 
the Circuits-Right % slot of the Envelope. A conductive 
Circuit with efforts both left and right is asserted in both the 
Circuits-Left % and Circuits-Right % of each child Enve- 
When the Inactive. Children % slot of a Circuit contains 
one or more Part-Links, or when both its Efforts-Left and 
FBorts-Right slots become empty. then the circuit is con- 
ducting no flow and the Circuit-Part-Link to each of its 
children is retracted from the Circuits-Left % and/or 
Circuits-Right % slots of each child Envelope as indicated 
by the values of the Right-Ptr and Left-ptr slots of the 
Circuit-Part-Link- (a Null value indicates no retraction is 
necessary in the corresponding slot). 
Circuit-Flow-Link Assertion by Procedure Add-H-Links 
Procedure Compute-Flow-finks calls Add-H-Links on 
each conductive and active (Le.. one or both of the Wort- 
Left and -Right lists is not empty) Circuit parent of the event 
node. For each Part-Link child node of each such circuit the 
following is done for both the Left-Flow-Link and the 
Right-Flow-Link of the Circuit-Child-Envelope: 
IF the circuit has an implicit Effort-Dir value relative to 
the child no& that is either Ambiguous or that is associated 
with the Flow-Link for that direction: 
Update-Circuit-Children 
lope. 
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IF the node has an J3Eort-Dir that is the one associated 
AND the Wort-Flow-& slot is empty 
with the Circuit-Flow-Link 
Assert the Circuit-Flow-Link in the associated token 
slot of the child node (i.e.. Flows-Left % for the 
Left-Circuit-Flow-Link Flows-Right % for the 
Right- Circuit-Flow-fink) 
Record the assertion’s position in the Effort-Flow-F’tr 
slot of the Flow-Link. 
IF the Circuit has an Effort-Source other than the child 
no& in the Mort list associated with the flow link 
AND the Passive-Flow-& slot of the Flow-Link is 
empty 
Assert the Flow-Link in the appropriate token slot of 
Record the assertion’s position in the Passive-Flow-F’tr 
Circuit Flow-Link Retraction by Procedure Retract-Flow- 
For each Circuit parent of the event node that is NOT 
active (i.e.. has no source of effort) and/or is  NOT 
conductive, Procedure Retract-Flow-Entry is called by 
Compute-Flow-Links. The logic is the convene of that 
described for Add-H-Links: 
IF any of the conditions for Add-H-Links are NOT true 
AND the Passive- or Effort-Flow-Ptr of the Flow-Link is 
the child node 
slot of the Flow-Link. 
Entry 
NOT empty 
Retract the flow-link 
SET the appropriate pointer slot (Passive- or Effort-Flow- 
Phase II: 
Setting Flow-Directions and Qualitative-Potentials 
The list of In-Line-Nodes affected by the state change of 
one or more In-Line-Atoms was generated in Phase I when 
the state changes occurred. Phase II commences afterward 
on a signal from the Simulator module of CONFIG, as 
discussed in the FPMM-Gen document. The Flow-Dir and 
mort-Input (the qualitative potential across an In-Line- 
Node) attributes of each of the In-Line-Atoms on the 
*Affected-Nodes* list created in Phase I are computed in 
Phase II and the *Affected-Nodes* list is then nulled out. 
The node list also contains Clusters, for which only the 
Flow-Dir is set. The setting of the Flow-Dir and Effort-Input 
attributes of In-Line-Atom may then higgeir invocations of 
CONFIG processes for atomic nodes in the same or subse- 
quent time slices. The objects viewed as In-Line-Atoms by 
FPMM are Variable-Clusters in CONFIG Devices. 
Like Phase I, Phase II is a “bottom-up” procedure, starting 
with In-Line-Atoms. Because clusters are only of signifi- 
cance if they assist in computing attribute values for the 
In-Line-Atoms that are part of CONFIG devices, the goal 
here is to avoid computing values for clusters unless needed 
to resolve ambiguities in the values of attributes of In-Line- 
Atoms. 
The call tree diagram for Phase 11 procedures is shown in 
FIG. SA. For reasons stated in the design note below, only 
those sections of the design concerned with unambiguous or 
automatic disambiguation will be implemented It has been 
concluded that in the context of running a DEVS, disam- 
biguation techniques requiring user queries will not be of 
sufficient value to justify the completion of th is  &sign, 
which could be very costly in terms of development effort 
Instead the focus has been changed to offer the user as many 
automatic disambiguation strategies as possible. All of the 
recursive procedures in the diagram of FIG. SA, all of which 
exist solely to support propagation of user-supplied disam- 
wr) to NIL. 
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biguation decisions, will not be implemented in the next 
version of CONFIG. CONFIG3 Build 3A. The existing 
code, and now incomplete code, wiU be commented out. 
Procedure Resolve-Ambiguous-Flow 
This procedure is called whenever an In-Line-Node has 
Flow-links in both of its flow justification slots. It first calls 
Design Note: Compute-Flow-Related-Attributes. which attempts to deter- 
Disambiguation of Flow-Dir may involve querying the 5 mine the Flow-Dir and mort-Input of the node simulta- 
User about one node and using the response as a constraint neously based on any difference in magnitude of the efforts 
on the actual value for other nodes that also have ambiguous acting to cause flow in the two opposing directions. ~n the 
Flow-Dir based on their token slots. A simple example is an design to be implemnkd in Build 3A. if this fails the 
S-ClUSter. If One node has flow tokens both token Slots, and the user be informed of 
The response to a user quay about any one 10 the node at which ambi@ty was detected. 
determines the Flow-Dir for all the rest without further 
querying. The current design incorporates th is  constraint In the design extension that has now been deferred. rather after automatic disambiguation than aborting the propagation Only for me sp topolodes and does not Propa- 
gate constraints based On Effort-hput Or the presence Of fa&. procedure R e s o l v e - ~ ~ i g u o u s - ~ o w  attempts to determine the Flow-Dk and Effofl-InPut based on con- Flow-Sources vs. Elfort-Sources. The current design is 
therefore incomplete in this respect. Instad, the focus 15 StraintS imposed On flow by the Parent Or parents ofthe node. 
the first place; namely, allowing magnitudes to be assigned ambiguating infc~nnatim for at least one node Prior to the 
to ~ f f ~ r t - ~ & ~ ~  and introducing the definition of now- current event node. Therefore, all procedures shown in  FIG. 
Sources. The coshalue trade-off of completing the con- SA responsible for this constraint propagation and use will 
straint propagation design and implementation may not be 20 not be implemented in CONFIG3 Build 3A. The description 
worthwhile. It may be more reasonable to terminate simu- of the constraint propagation procedures are. however, 
Mons when an ambiguity is detected after announcing it to retained in t h i s  document in the event that at some future. 
the user. time a decision is made that a need is identified in user 
Procedure Set-System-Flows applications that would warrant its completion and imple- 
The top-level Phase procedure. Set-System-Flows. sim- 25 mentation. The last two paragraphs in th is  section apply to 
ply iterates Over the fist Of *Affected-Nodes*. calling set- t h i s  p&ally-@lemented and incomplete design. 
Flow on each node for which the Flow-Decided? attribute is the design in which user-supplied information is 
NIL Determination Of the flow for one atomic node may accepted, if automatic disambiguation fails. an attempt is 
cause the flow to d S 0  be determined for the nodes siblings, made to compute the value based on constraints imposed by 
ancestors, and children Of ancestors. The FlowDecided? Slot 3o user-suppfied information for some other node. This is done 
of these other nodes will set to T (true) when it is determined by &g Flov,r-From-Constrhtss. These  cons^^ 
bY Set-FloW- This flag Prevents a node On the *Affected- derived from Kirchhoff’s laws for voltage and current. If the 
Nodes* fist from having its flow set more than Once on a call constraints cannot determine values unambiguously. the user 
to Set-System-Flows. must be queried for the value of Flow-Dir and/or Effort- 
35 Input. When th is  occurs. the Flow-Dir and mod-Input for 
Of the parent cluster, if any, of the node are also computed for 
importance only if the Flow-Dir or Effort-Input are ambigu- use in resolving any apparent ambiguity in siblings of the 
011s in the In-Line-Atoms. the CONFIG objects that are the node for which the user queries were made. The new 
true focus Of FPMM. some wasted COmPUtatiOn occurs in constraints are propagated to all ancestors of the node by 
the Current design in COmPUkg the FlOW-Dir  of a Cluster 40 Resolve-Parent-Flows as shown in the Phase II call tree 
when there is no ambiguity in any of the In-Line-Atoms’ diagram of FIG. SA. 
flow attributes. The Phase I procedures that add nodes to the ms approach avoids performing any computation of 
*AffectedNodes* list should probably be nd i f~ed  to do SO cluster atfributes unless necessary for disambiguating the 
Only if the node is Of class In-Line-Atom. Then. the flow- attributes of In-Ene-Atom. Propagation of constraints not 
attributes of Clusters could be computed only as needed to 45 ody avoids unnecessary queries, but dso avoids dowing a 
determine attributes of atoms. user to give contradictory answers. as for instance. indicat- 
ing that two nodes in a series have opposite flow directions. 
Procedure C o m p u t e - ~ o ~ ~ I n p u t  
Computation of *e mort-Input, or qualitative potential. 
immediately 50 can exploit i n f o d o n  on relative magniudes to resolve 
ambiguity in both Flow-~ir and mofi-hput. The technique 
is derived fromhe reasoning used in engineering to simplify 
equations by dropping terms whose magnitudes are trivial in 
comparison to the t e r n  retained. Since qualitative modeling 
55 does not attempt to achieve the accuracy of numerical 
modeling, the modeler can. in some instances. treat a value 
as qualitatively insignificant even though it would be con- 
sidered significant in a quantitative model. This simplifica- 
tion by magnitude is performed by the Q-t and Q- proce- 
This procedure determines the effort acting on a node as 
(1) Let &orts.left be the list of mort-Values for the union 
of the sets of the mort-Sources associated with every 
Flow-Link in the node’s Flows-Left % slot. The Effort- 
Sources responsible for the assertion of a given Flow- 
Link are found by calling Procedure Wort-Sources. 
changed to providing mechanism for avoiding ambiguity in This w e  of disambiguation presupposes usa-input Of dis- 
Design Note: 
The values Of f l 0 W - m  Of Clusters are 
Procedure Set-Flow 
This procedure takes an argument of one node. If the 
flow-Dk and Effort-InPut are unambiguous t ~ ~ e d  on the 
node’s flow token Slot values. the FloW-Dh 
Set to the direction associated with the Don-m flow-token 
Slot. If there is ambiguity in either FlOW-Dir OT Effort-bPUt 
(the Potential) Of the node, then attempts are 
made to autOmticdY diSmbigUate the Value@) Of the 
ambiguous atbribute(s). 
IF the node has How-Link tokens in only one of the two 
token slots, Flows-Left % and Flows-Right %, 
SET the Flow-% of the node to the direction associated 
with the occupied flow token slot 
;; Else the Flow-% is Ambiguous (but th is  is not explicitly 60 dues called by Compute-Effort-Input. 
set) 
IF the node is an In-Line-Atom 
IF the Flow-Dir is Ambiguous 
ELSE 
summarized as follows: 
Call Resolve-Ambiguous-Flow 
SET the node’s Effort-Input only by calling Compute 
65 
mort-Input. 
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(2) Let effort.left be (Q+ efforts.left) 
(3) LIT effortsxight be the list of effort-values produced 
by repeating Step 1 on the Flow-Links in the Flows- 
Right % slot of the node, calling Procedure Wort- 
Sources to get the Effort-Source nodes for each Flow- 
Link. 
(4) Let effortxight be (Q+ efforts.right) 
Return the pair of values 
(Direction Effort.Value) 
This pair is created by calling (Q- effortxight effortleft 
Procedure mort-Sources 
This procedure collects the Effort-Sources by means that 
vary depending on the class of the Flow-Link For example, 
the list of Effort-Source nodes associated with a Horizontal- 
Link and most other classes inheriting from Wort-Link- 
Mixin has a single item: the value of the Flow-Link's 
Wort-Node slot. The exception to t h i s  are the Circuit-Flow- 
Links. which do not use the mort-Node slot. 
The Effort-Sources associated with a Passive-Vertical- 
Link must be found by recursive traversals to the root 
Flow-Link. which will either be one of the classes inheriting 
from Effort-Link-Mixin or an S-Flow-Thru-Link. 
The Effort-Source for an S-Flow-Thru-Link is the 
S-Cluster parent of the node associated with the S-Flow- 
Thru-Link. 
When the node is the child of a conductive and active 
Circuit. it will have Circuit-Flow-Links asserted in the flow 
token slots. The logic of computing an Effort-Input is similar 
to that for computing the Effort-Value of an S-Cluster 
described previously in the section on Procedure Set-Effort. 
If a circuit has one or more Flow-Sources, it can have only 
one value of Effort-Input for all its children: the EEort-Value 
common to all Flow-Sources in one of the Efforts-Left or 
Worts-Right slot. There cannot be Flow-Sources in both 
slots and if there is more than one Flow-Source on the 
Circuit. they must all have identical Effort-Values. 
Therefore. if a Circuit has one or more such Flow-Sources 
in the effort token slot (i.e., either the Efforts-Left or 
Efforts-Right slot) associated with the Circuit-Flow-Link in 
the child no&, it returns a list containing one of them 
selected arbitrarily. If the Circuit has no Flow-Sources in the 
associated effort-token slot, it returns the list of all Effort- 
Sources in that token slot unless there are Flow-Sources in 
the opposing effort-token slot. in which case NIL is returned. 
As with S-Clusters, the qualitative potential and therefore 
the flow through all nodes on the circuit are determined by 
flow-sources only if they are present. 
Design Note: 
Some savings in computation would be realized by adding 
an Effort-Value slot to Circuits. This was not seen as 
necessary since circuits are never treated as components. 
However. the above procedure for collecting the Effort- 
Sources on a Circuit must be performed for each child node, 
and these redundant iterations could be replaced by a single 
call to Set-Effort for the Circuit. after which Rocedure 
Effort-Sources would return the circuit as if it were a node. 
Since Set-Effort is not called by Event-Notify on Circuits, 
that procedure could be attached to the Effort-Value and 
J30rt-Di.r access triggers for the child nodes Circuits. The 
logic related to Flow-Sources would be identical for that 
involved with S-Clusters. 
Procedure Q+ 
This procedure takes a list of Effort-Values as an argu- 
ment. If the list contains only one item. it returns that item. 
If there are more than one and there is some item. El, for 
which it is true that 
52 
for all X in the set of efforts. then E l  is returned. Otherwise, 
NIL is returned, indicating that the sum is qualitatively 
ambiguous. 
Implementation Note: 
A LISP method is defined so that it is always true that 5 
(Q=X 
where Zero is a global variable defined in FPMM and 
Other methods are defined in CONF'IG-Flow-Classes and 
are based on separating the set of Effort-Values into subsets 
exported to other modules. 
10 
of differing magnitudes. 
Procedure Q- 
This procedure takes two Effort-Values, ER and EL as 
arguments. EX being an effort directed to the Right and EL 
directed to the Left. 
If it is true that (Q>> ER EL) then the value pair (Right 
ER) is returned. 
If it is true that (Q>>EL ER) then the value pair (Left EL) 
is returned. 
If neither value is Q>>than the other, then the value pair 
(Ambiguous NIL) is returned. 
Procedure Flow-From-Constraints 
This procedure is called by Resolve-Ambiguous-Flows. A 
search is conducted for values in parent and sibling nodes for 
Flow-Dir and Wort-Input values that would determine those 
values for the no& that i s  its argument. This procedure. 
being part of the design associated with using information 
30 supplied by the user. will not be implemented in Build3A. 
The pseudo code below summarizes this procedure and 
subprocedures shown in the call tree diagram of FIG. SA. 
IF a node is in an S-Cluster. and the Flow-Dir is known 
for the parent, then the Flow-Dir is the same as for the 
15 
20 
2s 
35 parent. 
ELSE IF the node is in a P-Cluster 
IF the node has an Effort-Dir of None 
IF there is a sibling that also has no Wort-Dir but has 
a koown Flow-&, 
THEN the node has the same Flow-Dirrelative to the 
ELSE IF the node has siblings with Flow-Dir in the 
opposite direction of the node's Effort-Dirrelative to 
the parent cluster and there are no other sibling 
Wort-Sources or external sources of effort that could 
account for that Flow-Dir 
THEN the node has a Flow-Dir that is the same as its 
IF the Flow-Dir is st i l l  undetermined and all siblings 
are known to have Flow-Dir relative to the parent 
that are in opposition to the Flow-Dir of the parent 
itself 
THEN the Flow-Dir of the node is the same as the 
parent P-Cluster (Kirchhoff s current law). 
ELSE ;; the node has Circuit parents and is adjacent 
to junctions of degree>2 
IF all Flow-Dir values of other nodes adjacent to 
the junction in either port of the node are either 
all I N  to the junction or OUT from the junction 
THEN the Flow-Dir through the node is in the 
opposite direction relative to the junction. 
40 
P-Cluster. (Kirchhoff s voltage law). 
45 
Wort-Dir (Kirchhoff s voltage law) 
50 
55 
60 
Design Note: 
This procedure not only does not account for Flow- 
Sources, but it also does not account for the possibility that 
65 the set of Circuits on which a node resides may be dynami- 
cally configured as a true SP hierarchy due to some of the 
Circuits being non-conductive. This leaves open the possi- 
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bility of redundant queries and permitting contradictory 
answers. A design extension to include dynamic (Le., 
simulation-time) clustering would be needed to avoid th is  
problem. Since there is no need to compute dynamic clusters 
unless an ambiguous situation is detected, such clustering 5 
state; it would only need to be performed after the ambiguity 
anyway for the query to be made. This would appear to make 
such a design extension practical in terms of simulation 1o 
performance efficiency. 
Procedure Flow-From-Parent-Constraints 
Set the CDR of the Inactive-Children I of all Circuits and 
S-Clusters to the list of all children Pan-Links in the 
Children slot of the aggregate (i.e.. all children are 
initially non-conductive). 
set the Active.chghen % of all p-clusters to (8). 
not have to be time a circuit child changed After the prmdme defined here has been executed: allow 
the CONFIG Init! function to set the initial 
Dir. Effort-Value and Pass-P. 
While the invention is susceptible to various modifica- 
tions and alternative forms, a specific embodiment thereof 
has been shown in the drawings and described in detail. It 
should be understood. however, that it is not intended to 
limit the invention to the particular form shown. but on the 
It is a subprocedure of Flow-From-Constraints returns a 1s contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications. 
equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of the 
invention as defined by the appended claims. 
has been detected and the tempodY halted values for the flow-related attributesaentafion, Effort- 
mis is part of the design intended to support 
propagation of user-suppfied disambiguating information 
and will not be implemented in Build 3a. 
Flow-Dir for a node if one can be computed, and the logic 
for disambiguating Flow-Dir is incorporated in the pseude 
code of the preceding section. Flow-From-Parent- What is claimed is: 
Constraints also has the important side-effect of setting the 1. A recording medium readable by a computer, tangibly 
Effort-Dir of the node and its cluster parent. AS can be seen 20 embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
from previous pseudo-code, knowing the Effort-% of a computer to perfom method steps of modeling and analysis 
node and its siblings is necessary for disambiguating Flow- of flow configur&ons, said method step comprising: 
Dir, and whenever the node in question has a sibling that is flow transmission path dements 
a cluster, the sibling’s Effort-Dir must be computed. for systems of connected components and their con- 
A cluster with Effort-Sources in both of its Effort token 25 
Dir value of Ambiguous. How-From-Parent-Constraints 
attempts to determine a direction of mort for the cluster 
parent as follows: 
IF the Flow-Dir of the cluster is known and there are no 30 
THEN the Effort-Dir of the cluster is the same as its 
qualitatively 
to an environment. 
(Efforts-Lefi and morts-Eght) has an mort- flow &ansmission path from said 
path elements. 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into 
aggregate data structures that are circuits of sub-graphs. 
structures form models in simulations or analyses. 
Flow-Dir evaluating effects of local flow changes from a simulation 
or analysis model on the global flow transmission path 
the n o w - ~ i r  of all passive child ,,odes are known 35 configuration and the local flow states of components 
of the system model in order to produce flow state AND they are all the same direction relative to the 
information, and P-Cluster AND there are no external sources of effort 
to account for th is  outputting the flow state information to local component 
THEN the Effort-Dir of the P-Cluster is  the opposite models, and using the flow state information and the 
local component models in simulations and analyses. 
nodes 2. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
are known AND hey are all the same relative to the qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
p-cluster AND there =e no external Sources of effort includes providing a set of qualitative flow path elements for 
to account for this use in the steps of constructing flow transmission path 
THEN the Eff0rt-m is the same as the m-on 45 StruCtUreS. aggregating said flow transmission path StrUC- 
tures into circuits of sub-graphs, and evaluating effects of 
local flow changes on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states Of components Of the 
system. 
3. The recording medium of claim 2 wherein the step of 
providing resistive types. effort-source types. and flow- 
and junctions for representing divergences and conver- 
wherein the step of 
providing a set of qualitative flow path elements includes 
providing an abstraction of flow hansmission 
including flow and effort variables. for elements of flow 
60 paths that includes combining flow and resistance into a 
qualitative-potential variable. and includes qualitative infor- 
stantially infinite resistance. net flow indicating substantially 
zero and flow in first and second directions, permissible 
5. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
external sources of effort to account for the ~ o w - ~ i r  inputting local flow state change data into said path 
ELSE IF the cluster is a P-Cluster 
of the Cornon ~ l ~ ~ - ~ i r  of the passive 40 
ELSE IF the moW-m thou& all adve 
Flow-Dir of the active children. 
Initialization of Flow-Related Object Attributes 
prior to mndng a 
done as an adjunct to the CONFIG Init! function: 
Without propagation of any values: 
the following procedure is 
so 
Set the values of pass-p of all nodes and clusters to providing a set of qualimive flow Path 
sowce types for 
FALSE. 
NONE. 
Zero. 
Zero set the Orientation Of all nodes and 
BOTH. 
Set the Effort-& of all effort sources and clusters to and 
55 gences of flow. Set the Effort-Value of all effort-sources and clusters to 
Set the Effort-Input of all effort-sources and clusters to 
to 
4. The recording medium of claim 
Set the flow-direction value of all nodes to NONE. 
set Flows-hft % and HOWS-Ri&t 8 Of dl nodes and mation on resistance indicating substantially finite and sub- 
Clusters to (a). 
Clusters to NIL. 
Circuit-Child-Envelopes to (%). 
Set the Efforts-Left and Efforts-Right of all Circuits and 
Set the Circuits-Left % and Circuits-Right % of all 
65 directions of flow, and effort-input. 
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includes providing flow-related variables and an internal 
flow map for each type of component model for simulations 
or analyses that inputs local flow state changes for said 
evaluation of global and local effects. 
6. The recording medium of claim 5 wherein the step of 
providing flow-related variables and an internal flow map 
for each said type of component model includes providing 
''virtual'' circuits that include a junction to the external 
model environment for storage device types. 
7. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
constructing flow transmission path Structures includes the 
steps of 
manually establishing the connections between compc+ 
nent models, and 
automatically establishing the internal connections of 
path elements contained within the device model by 
reference to said flow map for that type of component 
model. 
8. The recording method of claim 1 wherein the step of 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into cir- 
cuits of sub-graphs includes the steps of 
clustering the ser ia l  and parallel structures of the flow 
transmission path structure into sub-graphs, 
including said clusters in circuit structures for sub-graphs 
of said path structure that cannot be clustered by str ict  
reduction of serial and parallel paths. and 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit. 
9. The recording medium of claim 8 wherein the step of 
including said clusters in circuit structures uses circuits that 
are any collection of system components defining a cyclic 
path such that no path element nodes are repeated in the path 
sequence. 
10. The recording medium of claim 8 wherein the step of 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit 
includes using qualitative information on resistance indicat- 
ing substantially finite and substantially infinite resistance, 
net flow indicating substantially zero and flow in first and 
second directions. permissible directions of flow. and effort- 
input, and also directional path information and cluster- 
circuit interface information. 
11. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
inputting local flow state change data into said path struc- 
tures from models in simulations or analyses includes 
providing for each internal node in a component model in 
a simulation or analysis. a corresponding map node for 
the component type. to establish internal connections 
for said component that mirror the connections of the 
corresponding flow map nodes. and 
providing that any change in a flow-related device vari- 
able in the simulation or analysis triggers flow-path 
determination. 
12. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
evaluating effects of local flow changes from a simulation or 
analysis model on the global flow transmission path con- 
figuration and the local flow states of components of the 
system model includes the steps of 
identifying components that may be aEected 
collecting for each affected node, flow-related attributes 
determining flow-related properties for each affected path 
13. The recording medium of claim 12 wherein the step of 
evaluating effects of determining flow-related properties for 
each affected path element includes considering possibly 
conflicting flow tendencies and choosing the flow direction 
while resolving any ambiguities. 
favoring flow in the two possible directions. and 
element. 
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14. The recording medium of claim 13 wherein the step of 
resolving any ambiguities when comparing flow tendencies 
includes using information on permissible directions of flow, 
favoring flow sources over effort sources, distinguishing 
qualitative values of significant magnitude from those of 
relatively insignificant magnitude, or else asking the user. 
15. The recording medium of claim 1 wherein the step of 
outputting flow state information to local component models 
in simulations or analyses includes linking to associated 
local flow states of components of the simulation or analysis 
that triggered the determination method. 
16. A computer program product for controlling a com- 
puter to model and analyze flow configurations. the program 
product comprising: 
10 
a recording medium readable by the computer, 
means recorded on the recording medium for qualitatively 
modeling flow transmission path elements for systems 
of connected components and their connections to an 
environment. 
means recorded on the recording medium for constructing 
flow transmission path structures from said path 
elements. 
means recorded on the recording medium for aggregating 
said flow transmission path structures into aggregate 
data structures that are circuits of sub-graphs, 
means recorded on the recording medium for inputting 
local flow state change data into said path structures 
from models in simulations or analyses, 
means recorded on the recording medium for evaluating 
effects of local flow changes from a simulation or 
analysis model on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states of components 
of the system model in order to produce flow state 
information, and 
means recorded on the recording medium for outputting 
flow state information from the means for evaluating to 
local component models, and for using the flow state 
information and local component models in simula- 
tions and analyses. 
17. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for qualitatively modeling flow transmission path 
elements includes means for providing a set of qualitative 
flow path elements for use in construction of flow transmis- 
sion path structures, aggregation of said flow transmission 
45 path structures into circuits of sub-graphs, and evaluation of 
effects of local flow changes on the global flow transmission 
path configuration and the local flow states of Components of 
the system. 
18. The computer program product of claim 17 wherein 
50 the means for providing a set of qualitative flow path 
elements includes means for providing resistive types, 
effort-source types. and flow-source types for representing 
components and aggregates. and junctions for representing 
divergences and convergences of flow. 
19. The computer program product of claim 17 wherein 
the means for providing a set of qualitative flow path 
elements includes means for providing an abstraction of 
flow transmission variables, including flow and effort 
variables, for elements of flow paths that includes combin- 
60 ing flow and resistance into a qualitativepotential variable, 
and includes qualitative infomation on resistance indicating 
Substantially finite and substantially infinite resistance, net 
flow indicating substantially zero and flow in first and 
second directions, p d s s i b l e  directions of flow. and effort- 
20. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for qualitatively modeling flow transmission path 
15 
2o 
25 
30 
35 
40 
55 
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elements includes means for providing flow-related vari- 
ables and an internal flow map for each type of component 
model for simulations or analyses that inputs local flow state 
changes for said evaluation of global and local effects. 
21. The computer program product of claim 20 wherein 
the means for providing flow-related variables and an inter- 
nal flow map for each said type of component model 
includes means for providing "virtual" circuits that include 
a junction to the external model environment for storage 
device types. 
22. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for constructing flow transmission path structures 
is comprised of: 
means for manually establishing the connections between 
means for automatically establishing the internal connec- 
device model by reference to said flow map for that type 
23. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for aggregating said flow transmission path 
structures into circuits of sub-graphs is comprised of 
means for clustering the serial and parallel structures of 
the flow transmission path structure into sub-graphs. 
means for including said clusters in circuit structures for 
subgraphs of said path structure that cannot be clus- 
tered by strict reduction of ser ia l  and parallel paths. and 
means for using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a 
circuit. 
24. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein 
the means for including said clusters in circuit structures 
uses circuits that are any collection of system components 
defining a cyclic path such that no path element nodes are 
repeated in the path sequence. 
25. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein 
the means for using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in 
a circuit includes means for using the same types of quali- 
tative information as path elements, and also directional path 
information and cluster-circuit interface information. 
26. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for inputting local flow state change data into said 
path structures from models in simulations or analyses is 
comprised of: 
means for providing for each internal node in a compo- 
nent model in a simulation or analysis, a corresponding 
map node for the component type, to establish internal 
connections for said component that mirror the con- 
nections of the conesponding flow map nodes, 
and means for providing that any change in a flow-related 
device variable in the simulation or analysis triggers 
flow-path determination. 
27. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for evaluating effects of local flow changes from 
a simulation or analysis model on the global flow transmis- 
sion path configuration and the local flow states of c o m p  
nents of the system model is comprised of 
means for identifying components that may be affected, 
means for collecting for each afFected node. flow-related 
attributes favoring flow in the two possible directions, 
and means for determining flow-related properties fm 
each afFected path element. 
28. The computer program product of claim 27 wherein 
the means for evaluating effects of determining flow-related 
properties for each affected path element includes means for 
considering possibly conflicting flow tendencies and choos- 
component models. and 
tions of path elements contained within the 
of component model. 
ing the flow direction while resolving any ambiguities. I 
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29. The computer program product of claim 28 wherein 
the means for resolving any ambiguities when comparing 
flow tendencies includes means for using information on 
permissible directions of flow, favoring flow sources over 
5 effort sources, distinguishing qudtative values of sign& 
cant magnitude from those of relatively insignificant 
magnitude. or else asking the user. 
30. The computer program product of claim 16 wherein 
the means for outputting flow state information to local 
io component models in simulations or analyses includes 
means for linking to associated local flow states of compo- 
nents of the simulation or analysis that triggered the deter- 
mination method. 
31. Arecording medium readable by a computer. tangibly 
15 embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
computer to peaform method steps of modeling and analysis 
of flow configurations in disaete event simulation, said 
method steps comprising: 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
for systems of connected Components and their con- 
nections to an environment. 
constructing flow transmission path structures from said 
path elements, 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into 
aggregate data structures that are circuits of sub-graphs. 
inputting local flow state change data into said path 
structures from models in discrete event simulations. 
evaluating effects of local flow changes from a simulation 
or analysis model on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states of components 
of the system model in order to produce flow state 
information, and 
outputting the flow state information to local component 
models, and using the flow state information and the 
local component models in discrete event simulations. 
32. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
includes providing a set of qualitative flow path elements for 
40 use in the steps of constructing flow transmission path 
structures. aggregating said flow transmission path struc- 
tures into circuits of sub-graphs, and evaluating effects of 
local flow changes on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states of components of the 
33. The recording medium of claim 32 wherein the step of 
providing a set of qualitative flow path elements includes 
providing resistive types. effort-source types. and flow- 
source types for representing components and aggregates, 
50 and junctions for representing divergences and conver- 
gences of flow. 
34. The recording medium of claim 32 wherein the step of 
providing a set of qualitative flow path elements includes 
providing an abstraction of flow transmission variables, 
55 including flow and effort variables. for elements of flow 
paths that includes combining flow and resistance into a 
qualitative-potential variable. and includes qualitative infor- 
mation on resistance indicating substantially finite and sub- 
stantially infiniteresistance, net flow indicating substantially 
60 zero and flow in first and second directions, permissible 
directions of flow, and effort-input. 
35. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
includes providing flow-related variables and an internal 
65 flow map for each type of component model for discrete 
event simulations that inputs local flow state changes for 
said evaluation of elobal and local effects. 
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36. The recording medium of claim 35 wherein the step of 
providing flow-related variables and an internal flow map 
for each said type of component model includes providing 
‘Virtual” circuits that include a junction to the external 
model environment for storage device types. 
37. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
constructing flow transmission path structures includes the 
steps of: 
manually establishing the connections between compcF 
nent models. 
and automatically establishing the internal connections of 
path elements contained within the component model 
by reference to said flow map for that type of compc- 
nent model. 
38. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into cir- 
cuits of subgraphs includes the steps of 
clustering the serial and parallel structures of the flow 
transmission path structure into sub-graphs. 
including said clusters in circuit structures for sub-graphs 
of said path structure that cannot be clustered by strict 
reduction of serial and parallel paths. and 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit. 
39. The recording medium of claim 38 wherein the step of 
including said clusters in circuit structures uses circuits that 
are any collection of system components defining a cyclic 
path such that no path element nodes are repeated i n  the path 
sequence. 
40. The recording medium of claim 38 wherein the step of 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit 
includes using qualitative information on resistance indicat- 
ing substantially finite and substantially infinite resistance. 
net flow indicating substantially zero and flow in first and 
second directions, permissible directions of flow, and effort- 
input, and also directional path information and cluster- 
circuit interface information. 
41. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
inputting local flow state change data into said path struc- 
tures from models in discrete event simulations includes 
providing for each internal node in a component model in 
a discrete event simulation, a corresponding map node 
for the component type, to establish internal connec- 
tions for said component that mirror the connections of 
the corresponding flow map nodes. and 
providing that any change in a flow-related device vari- 
able in the discrete event simulation triggers flow-path 
determination. 
42. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
evaluating effects of local flow changes from a discrete event 
simulation model on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states of components of the 
system model includes the steps of 
identifying components that may be affected 
collecting for each affected node. flow-related attributes 
determining flow-related properties for each affected path 
43. The recording medium of claim 40 wherein the step of 
evaluating effects of determining flow-related properties for 
each affected path element includes considaing possibly 
conflicting flow tendencies and choosing the flow direction 
while resolving any ambiguities. 
44. The recording medium of claim 43 wherein the step of 
resolving any ambiguities when comparing flow tendencies 
includes using information on permissible directions of flow. 
favoring flow in the two possible directions. and 
element. 
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favoring flow sources over effort sources, distinguishing 
qualitative values of significant magnitude from those of 
relatively insignificant magnitude, or else asking the user. 
45. The recording medium of claim 31 wherein the step of 
outpuaing flow state information to local component models 
in discrete event simulations includes linking to associated 
local flow states of components of the simulation that 
triggered the determination method. 
46. A computer program product for controlling a com- 
puter to model and analyze flow configurations in discrete 
event simulation, the program product comprising: 
a recording medium readable by the computer, 
means recorded on the recording medium for qualitatively 
modeling flow transmission path elements for systems 
of connected components and their connections to an 
environment. 
means recorded on the recording medium for constructing 
flow transmission path structures from said path 
elements, 
means recorded on the recording medium for aggregating 
said flow transmission path structures into aggregate 
data structures that are circuits of sub-graphs, 
means recorded on the recording medium for inputting 
local flow state change data into said path structures 
from models in discrete event simulations, 
means recorded on the recording medium for evaluating 
effects of local flow changes from a discrete event 
simulation model on the global flow transmission path 
configuration and the local flow states of components 
of the system model in order to produce flow state 
information. and 
means recorded on the recording medium for outputting 
the flow state information to local component models, 
and for using the flow state information and the local 
component models in discrete event simulations. 
47. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for qualitatively modeling flow transmission path 
elements includes means for providing a set of qualitative 
flow path elements for use in construction of flow transmis- 
sion path structures, aggregation of said flow transmission 
path structures into circuits of sub-graphs, and evaluation of 
effects of local flow changes on the global flow transmission 
path configuration and the local flow states of components of 
the system. 
48. The computer program product of claim 47 wherein 
the means for providing a set of qualitative flow path 
elements includes means for providing resistive types. 
effort-source types. and flow-source types for representing 
components and aggregates. and junctions for representing 
divergences and convergences of flow. 
49. The computer program product of claim 47 wherein 
the means for providing a set of qualitative flow path 
elements includes means for providing an abstraction of 
flow transmission variables. including flow and effort 
variables, for elements of flow paths that includes combin- 
ing flow and resistance into a qualitative-potential variable, 
and includes qualitative information on resistance indicating 
substantially finite and substantially infinite resistance, net 
flow indicating substantially zero and flow in first and 
second directions, p d s s i b l e  directions of flow. and effort- 
input. 
SO. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for qualitatively modeling flow transmission path 
elements includes means for providing flow-related vari- 
ables and an internal flow map for each type of component 
model for discrete event simulations that input local flow 
state changes for said evaluation of global and local effects. 
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51. The computer program product of claim 50 wherein 
the means for providing flow-related variables and an inter- 
nal flow map for each said type of component model 
includes means for providing "virtual" Circuits that include 
a junction to the external model environment for storage 
device types. 
52. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for constructing flow transmission path structures 
is comprised of 
means for manually establishing the connections between 
component models, and 
means for automatically establishing the internal connec- 
tions of path elements contained within the component 
model by reference to said flow map for that type of 
component model. 
53. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for aggregating said flow transmission path 
structures into circuits of subgraphs is comprised of 
means for clustering the serial and parallel structures of 
the flow transmission path structure into sub-graphs. 
means for including said clusters in circuit structures for 
sub-graphs of said path structure that cannot be clus- 
tered by strict reduction of serial and parallel paths. and 
means for using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a 
circuit. 
54. The computer program product of claim 53 wherein 
the means for including said clusters in circuit structures 
uses circuits that are any collection of system components 
defining a cyclic path such that no path element nodes are 
repeated in the path sequence. 
55. The computer program product of claim 53 wherein 
the means for using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in 
a circuit includes means for using the same types of quali- 
tative information as path elements. and also directional path 
information and cluster-circuit inte~ace information. 
56. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for inputting local flow state change data into said 
path structures from models in discrete event simulations is 
comprised of 
means for providing for each internal node in a c o r n  
nent model in a discrete event simulation, a 
corresponding map node for the component type, to 
establish internal connections for said component that 
mirror the connections of the corresponding flow map 
nodes, and 
means for providing that any change in a flow-related 
device variable in said discrete event simulation trig- 
gers flow-path determination. 
57. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for evaluating effects of local flow changes from 
a discrete event simulation model on the global flow trans- 
mission path configuration and the local flow states of 
components of the system model is comprised of 
means for identifying components that may be affected. 
means for collecting for each af€ected node. flow-related 
directions, and 
means for determining flow-related properties for each 
58. The computer program product of claim 57 wherein 
the means for evaluating effects of determining flow-related 
properties for each affected path element includes means for 
considering possibly conflicting flow tendencies and choos- 
ing the flow direction while resolving any ambiguities. 
59. The computer program product of claim 58 wherein 
the means for resolving any ambiguities when comparing 
attributes favoring flow in the two possible 
affected path element. 
62 
flow tendencies includes means for using information on 
permissible directions of flow, favoring flow sources over 
effort sources. distinguishing qualitative values of signifi- 
cant magnitude from those of relatively insignificant 
5 magnitude, or else asking the user. 
60. The computer program product of claim 46 wherein 
the means for outputting flow state information to local 
component models in discrete event simulations includes 
means for linking to associated local flow states of compo- 
1o nents of the simulation or analysis that triggered the deter- 
mination method. 
61. A recording medium readable by a computer, tangibly 
embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
computer to perform method steps of modeling and analysis 
of flow configurations in a discrete event simulation, said 
method steps comprising: 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
for systems of connected components and their con- 
nections to an environment, 
constructing flow transmission path structures from said 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into 
aggregate data structures that are circuits of sub-graphs. 
inputting local flow state change data into said path 
structures from models in discrete event simulations, 
evaluating effects of local flow changes from a simulation 
model on the global flow transmission path configura- 
tion and the local flow states of components of the 
system model in  order to produce flow state 
outputting the flow state information to local component 
models, and using the flow state information and the 
local component models in  the discrete event 
simulation. 
wherein the step of evaluating effects of local flow 
changes from a discrete event simulation model on the 
global flow transmission path configuration and the 
local flow states of components of the system model 
includes the steps of 
identifying components that my be affected. 
collecting for each affected node. flow-related 
attributes favoring flow in the two possible 
directions, and 
determining flow-related properties for each affected 
wherein the step of collecting for each affected node, 
flow-related attributes favoring flow in the two pos- 
sible directions. is completed for all of the compo- 
nents identified by the step of identifying compo- 
nents that may be affected, prior to the step of 
de-g flow-related properties for each affected 
path element, in order to delay the step of detennin- 
ing flow-related properties for each aEected path 
element until the end of a discrete-event time quan- 
tum for said discrete event simulations. 
62. The recording medium of claim 61. wherein the step 
of determining flow-related properties for each affected path 
element includes considering possibly conflicting flow ten- 
dencies and choosing the flow direction while resolving any 
60 ambiguities by using information on permissible directions 
of flow, favoring flow sources over effort sources. distin- 
guishing qualitative values of significant magnitude from 
those of relatively insigoificant magnitude, or else asking the 
user. 
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65 63. The recording medium of claim 61. 
wherein the step of qualitatively modeling flow transmis- 
sion path elements includes providing a set of qualita- 
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tive flow path elements for use in  the steps of con- 
structing flow transmission path structures, aggregating 
said flow transmission path structures into circuits of 
sub-graphs, and evaluating effects of local flow 
changes on the global flow transmission path configu- 
ration and the local flow states of components of the 
system, and 
wherein the step of providing a set of qualitative flow path 
elements includes providing an abstraction of flow 
transmission variables. including flow and effort 
variables, for elements of flow paths that includes 
combining flow and resistance into a qualitative- 
potential variable. and includes qualitative information 
on resistance indicating substantially finite and sub- 
stantially infinite resistance. net flow indicating sub- 
stantially zero and flow in first and second directions, 
permissible directions of flow. and effort-input. 
64. The recording medium of claim 61. 
wherein the step of qualitatively modeling flow transmis- 
sion path elements includes providing flow-related 
variables and an internal flow map for each type of 
component model for simulations or analyses that 
inputs local flow state changes for said evaluation of 
global and local effects, and 
wherein the providing of flow-related variables and an 
internal flow map for each said type of component 
model includes providing "virtual" circuits that include 
a junction to the external model environment for stor- 
age device types. 
65. The recording medium of claim 61 wherein the step of 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into cir- 
cuits of subgraphs includes the steps of: 
clustering the serial and parallel structures of the flow 
transmission path structure into sub-graphs. 
including said clusters in circuit structures for sub-graphs 
of said path structure that cannot be clustered by stricl 
reduction of serial and parallel paths, and 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit. 
66. The recording medium of claim 65 wherein the step of 
including said clusters in circuit structures uses circuits that 
are any collection of system components defining a cyclic 
path such that no path element nodes are repeated in the path 
sequence. 
67. A recording medium readable by a computer. tangibly 
embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
computer to perform method steps of modeling and analysis 
of flow configurations in discrete event simulation, said 
program of instructions comprising: 
a program executable by the computer for building mod- 
els in the computer of physical components and a 
model of a physical system comprised of selected ones 
of the physical components; 
a program executable by the computer for performing a 
discrete event simulation of said physical system using 
said models of the physical system and the selected 
ones of the physical components in the physical sys- 
tem; and 
a flow path management program executable by the 
qualitatively modeling flow transmission path elements 
for the physical system and connections to and 
environment of the physical system. 
consrructing flow transmission path structures from 
said path elements. 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into 
aggregate data structures that are circuits of 
computer for: 
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inputting local flow state change data into said path 
structures from said models during a discrete event 
simulation by execution of said simulation program, 
evaluating effects of local flow changes from said 
models on the global flow transmission path con- 
figuration and the local flow states of components of 
the system model in order to produce flow state 
information. and 
outputting the flow state information to local compo- 
nent models. 
wherein the simulation program is executable by the 
computer for using the flow state information and the 
local component models in  the discrete event 
simulation, 
wherein the flow management program is executable by 
the computer for evaluating effects of local flow 
changes from a discrete event simulation model on the 
global flow transmission path configuration and the 
local flow states of components of the system model 
identifying components that may be affected. 
collecting for each affected node. flow-related 
attributes favoring flow i n  the two possible 
directions. and 
determining flow-related properties for each affected 
path element. and 
wherein the collecting for each affected node, flow-related 
attributes favoring flow in the two possible directions. 
is completed for all of the components idenMed by the 
stop of identifying components that may be affected, 
prior to the determining of flow-related properties for 
each affected path element, in order to delay the deter- 
mining of flow-related properties for each affected path 
element until the end of a discrete-event time quantum 
for said discrete event simulation. 
68. The recording d u r n  of claim 67, wherein the flow 
path management program is executable by the computer for 
evaluating effects of determining flow-related properties for 
each affected path element by considering possibly conflict- 
4o ing flow tendencies and choosing the flow direction while 
resolving any ambiguities. and resolving any ambiguities 
when comparing flow tendencies by using infomation on 
permissible directions of flow, favoring flow sources over 
effort sources, distinguishing qualitative values of sign& 
45 cant magnitude from those of relatively insignificant 
magnitude, or else asking the user. 
69. The recording medium as recited in claim 67, wherein 
the flow path management program is executable by the 
computer for qualitatively modeling flow transmission path 
5o elements by constructing flow transmission path structures. 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into cir- 
cuits of sub-graphs, and evaluating effects of local flow 
changes on the global flow transmission path configuration 
and the local flow states of components of the system. and 
wherein the qualitative modeling of flow transmission 
path elements includes using an abstraction of flow 
transmission variables. including flow and effort 
variables, for elements of flow paths that includes 
combining flow and resistance into a qualitative- 
potential variable, and includes qualitative information 
on resistance indicating substantially finite and sub- 
stantially infinite resistance. net flow indicating sub- 
stantially zero and flow in first and second directions, 
permissible directions of flow, and effort-input. 
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65 70. The recording medium of claim 67, 
wherein the flow path management program is executable 
sub-graphs, by the comput-er for acc&sing models of flow trans- 
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mission path elements including flow-related variables 
and an internal flow map for each type of component 
model for discrete event simulation that inputs local 
flow state changes for said evaluation of giobal and 
local effects. and 
wherein the flow-related variables and an internal flow 
map for each said type of component model includes 
flow-related variables and an internd flow map for 72. me medium of 71 wherein the 
"VVirtUal" circuits that include a junction to the external 1o clusters in circuit structures use circuits that are any collec- 
model environment for storage device types. 
clustering the serial and pardel structures of the flow 
transmission path structure into sub-graphs, 
including said clusters in circuit structures for subgraphs 
of said path structure that cannot be clustered by strict 
reduction of serial and parallel paths. and 
using said sub-graphs as individual nodes in a circuit. 
71. The recording medium of claim 69 wherein the flow tion Of defining a path such that 
path management programis executable by the computer for 
aggregating said flow transmission path structures into cir- 
no path element nodes are repeated in the path sequence. 
cuits of sub-graphs by: * * * * *  
